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Proof assistants are becoming indispensable tools for complementing the in-

tellectual abilities of humans. Several mathematical proofs that were too diffi-

cult to check, even for a whole community of human mathematicians, have been

rigorously developed using proof assistants. Proof assistants have also been

used to build infallible compilers and unhackable drones. However, mistakes

in proof assistants can allow potentially fatal mistakes in the systems proved

correct using them. This thesis addresses the challenge of building highly trust-

worthy proof assistants.

First, we present an argument for the impossibility of building an absolutely

trustworthy proof assistant for a sufficiently expressive logic. Then we argue

for using proof assistants to formalize other proof assistants, and carry out a

deep embedding of most of the Nuprl proof assistant into the Coq proof as-

sistant. Among others, it includes a nominal-style definition of the Nuprl lan-

guage, reduction rules, a coinductively defined computational equivalence, and

the curry-style type system where types are defined as partial equivalence re-

lations. Along with the core Martin-Löf dependent types, it includes Nuprl’s

hierarchy of universes, inductive types, and partial types. Typehood rules of

Nuprl, which are expressed in a sequent calculus, are then proved correct with

respect to the above model of types.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Proof Assistants such as ACL2 [47] Agda [3, 15], Coq [24], HOL [67], Lean [29],

and Nuprl [21, 51, 6] enable the development of rigorous proofs where each

step is reduced to one of the fundamental axioms of mathematics. Several large

mathematical proofs, e.g. the proof of the four-color theorem [37] and the proof

of the Kepler conjecture [38] have been developed at this level of mathematical

rigor. Some of these, e.g. the latter example, were too difficult to check, even

for a whole community of human mathematicians1. In addition to checking

proofs, Proof Assistants also assist humans in their intellectual endeavours, e.g.

by automating various parts of the reasoning and guiding the thought process.

Sometimes they have played a major role in solving open problems [43].

Proof Assistants have also been used to develop computer systems with

rigorous machine-checked proofs of correctness. Examples include the Com-

pCert [53] C compiler, the sel4 [49] OS kernel, the Quark web browser [45],

the Verasco static analysis tool for C programs [46], the YnotDB [55] RDBMS

(Relational DataBase Management System), the ShadowDB [75] fault-tolerant

replicated database, the Verdi fault-tolerant replicated key-value store [83], and

the microcode for floating-point division operation in the AMD K5 micropro-

cessor [63]. Such systems are perhaps the most trustworthy ones known to hu-

mankind. As a part of DARPA HACMS program, researchers powered a drone

with the sel4 OS kernel. DARPA’s red team [77] could not gain control of the

drone even after trying to hack it for 6 weeks. They had full access to the source

code. Similarly, in 2011, researchers [84] found bugs in all C compilers they

tried, except the CompCert C compiler [53].

1https://github.com/flyspeck/flyspeck/wiki/Flyspeck-Project-Fact-Sheet#
why-give-a-formal-proof-of-the-kepler-conjecture

1
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The above empirical evidence may only be a minor contributor to the confi-

dence in the proofs accepted by the above proof assistants, at least for regular

users of proof assistants. Such users, including ourselves and others that we

have worked with, realize that proof assistants force their users to think about

their proofs in much more detail than when working with paper and pencil.

Indeed, here is a recent comment [69] from Lawrence Paulson:

. . . as somebody who uses such systems almost daily, I would like

to remark that confidence in such a system can be confirmed by its

stubborn refusal to prove something in the presence of even the tini-

est error in the set up.

Nevertheless, like other non-trivial software programs, the implementations

of proof assistants may have mistakes. However unlikely, it is possible that

such a mistake may cause an incorrect proof to be accepted. Furthermore, to

encode various mathematical concepts, proof assistants usually provide mech-

anisms for defining new datatypes and functions, either as primitives, or by en-

coding them into other concepts such as sets or natural numbers. In either case,

it is challenging to ensure that all the constructs in the logic are well defined.

Indeed, as we will report below (Sec. 1.1), proof assistants have had several

brushes with inconsistency.

The proof assistants mentioned above have a relatively small language of

“proof terms”. Typically, the core of these proof assistants consists of a proof

checking machinery which ensures that these proof terms are indeed proofs of

the corresponding statements. Proof assistants often also come with a large ma-

chinery for proof search (e.g. Coq, Nuprl, ACL2, PVS). Fortunately, in some of

these (e.g. Coq, Nuprl, HOL) [19, Sec 1.2.3], we do not have to trust the cor-

rectness of the proof search machinery as the generated proof terms have to

2



pass the test of the core proof checking machinery. So, for the remainder of this

document, we will only be concerned about the correctness of the core proof

checker.

Many of these proof assistants (Coq, Agda, Nuprl, Lean) are based on de-

pendent type theory [56, 57]. In these systems, proof checking is essentially

type checking, and proof terms are members of the types corresponding to the

respective statements. Type checking is usually based on a collection of rules

expressed in a sequent calculus. Typically, these rules come from a metathe-

oretical model of what types mean to the designers of the proof assistant. In

the case of Coq, Nuprl, Agda and other constructive type theories, it often is

a computational model and the terms are drawn from a suitable extension of

lambda calculus. In some cases, this model is made more precise by formally

describing parts of it in peer-reviewed articles [82, 12, 39], or PhD theses [5, 25,

50]. However, this is not a satisfactory state of affairs because:

• It is possible to overlook the inconsistencies between the different parts

formalized on paper.

• Mistakes are possible in these large proofs (often spanning hundreds of

pages) which are never done in full detail.

• It is non-trivial to manually derive a correct implementation of a proof as-

sistant from correct definitions and proofs on paper.

In the next section, we will point to some concrete examples of such mistakes.

1.1 Mistakes in Proof Assistants

In our experience with the Nuprl proof assistant, we had at least once added an

inconsistent rule to its experimental versions even after extensive discussions.

3



For example, when the intersection types were added to Nuprl, the strong-

positivity check [60, Sec. 5.5] for the well-definedness of µ types was not up-

dated to disallow any occurrence of the to-be-defined type in the domain of the

intersection, thus resulting in a proof of False.

Other proof assistants also have had close brushes with inconsistency. Bugs

in Agda’s typechecker that lead to proof(s) of False have often been found

and confirmed [28]. In late 2013, Maxime Dénès found a bug in the termination

analysis done by Coq’s typechecker [30]. This bug led to a proof that adding

the Propositional Extensionality axiom makes Coq inconsistent. However, con-

sistency of Propositional Extensionality is a straightforward consequence of the

proof-irrelevant semantics given to the Prop universe by Werner [82]. Within

a month, he and Conor McBride discovered a similar bug in Agda by trying

to make similar definitions [59]. Within a few months, by exploiting the duality

between induction and co-induction mechanisms, similar bugs were discovered

in the productivity analysis for coinductive types, in Coq [31] by Maxime Dénès,

and in Agda [2] by Andreas Abel.

Mistakes in corner-cases of the implementation details have also often led to

proofs of False. In early 2015, Maxime Dénès and Pierre-Marie Pèdrot found a

proof of False resulting from incorrect computation2 over inductive types hav-

ing more than 255 constructors [33], which many think is highly unusual for Coq

developments. Recently, proofs of False have been found twice by exploiting

bugs in the representation of names of identifiers, resulting in the ability to in-

correctly equate different definitions, once using unicode names [54], and later

using namespaces [32].

2Note that the main computation mechanism of Coq did not suffer from this bug, which
was found only in Coq’s vm compute mechanism which was written mainly with efficiency in
mind, so that users of Coq do not have to wait too long for Coq to accept their proofs.
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1.2 Overview of the work and the principles behind it

1.2.1 The Impossibility

Proof assistants typically are non-trivial computer programs written in high-

level languages. They are compiled by highly non-trivial compilers to machine

language (say x86) and run on highly non-trivial computer-hardware. It is vir-

tually impossible for mere humans to ensure that all of these components are

correct.

It is also important to ensure that the logic of a proof assistant is consistent,

i.e. there is no proof of False, because everything follows from that. Most

proof assistants have logics that are rich enough to express first-order arith-

metic. Hence, by Gödel’s incompleteness theorem, such logics cannot proof

their own consistency. We can prove the consistency of a logic in a more expres-

sive logic, but what about the consistency of the more expressive logic?

1.2.2 The Workaround

Fortunately, we can make our proof assistants much more trustworthy, even if we

can never make a perfect one. As mentioned at the beginning of this chap-

ter, Proof Assistants have nevertheless enabled the development of perhaps

the most trustworthy artifacts known to humankind. So, to increase the trust-

worthiness of proof assistants, one can consider formalizing proof assistants in

themselves, or in other proof assistants. The logics of proof assistants are typi-

cally rich enough for Tarski’s undefinability theorem [79] to apply. Hence, they

cannot formalize the semantics of their own logics.

The logics of many proof assistants are stratified into cumulative universes.

Although each universe is too rich to formalize itself, it is plausible that a uni-
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verse can be formalized in a higher universe of the same logic. This approach

is shown in Fig. 1.1, and I will henceforth call it self-validation. Alternatively,

it is plausible that universes of two equally powerful logics can be interleaved

so that a round-trip model will result in an increase in the universe level. This

approach is shown in Fig. 1.2, and I will henceforth call it cross-validation. Note

that in the figure, “
... " does not imply that this construction can be done “upto

infinity”. However, given enough time, we can formalize an arbitrarily large

but finite number of universes.

Finally, logics of some proof assistants are proof-theoretically stronger than

others. In such cases, it is plausible that one can formalize all universes of a

proof assistant in just one universe of the more powerful proof assistant, as

shown in Fig. 1.3. Note that Tarski’s undefinability theorem [79] implies that

there can be no cycles in such graphs. Hence, in Fig. 1.3, Ub0 cannot be formal-

ized in any Uai.

1.2.3 Self-validation vs Cross-validation

At the beginning of this thesis work, we spent considerable amount of time com-

paring the self-validation approach and the cross-validation approach in the

context of increasing the trustworthiness of Nuprl proof assistant. As a corol-

lary of the above discussion about the impossibility of building an absolutely

trustworthy proof checker, neither of these approaches is perfect. However,

there are some important differences that I will now explain.

To illustrate the differences, let us consider two hypothetical worlds. In one,

which we call the self-validated world, we have 3 self-validated proof assistants

A, B, and C, as shown in Fig. 1.4. In the other world, which we call the cross-

validated world, these 3 proof assistants are cross validated, as shown in the

6



...

U0

U1

U2

U3

Figure 1.1: Formalization of a
universe in a higher universe of
the same proof assistant

Ua0 Ub0

Ua1 Ub1

Ua2 Ub2

Ua3 Ub3

...
...

Figure 1.2: Formalization of a
universe in a higher universe of
a different proof assistant

Ua0 Ub0

Ua1 Ub1

Ua2 Ub2

Ua3 Ub3

...
...

Figure 1.3: Formalization of all universes in just 1 universe of a more powerful
proof assistant
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Ua0 Ub0 Uc0

Ua1 Ub1 Uc1

Ua2 Ub2 Uc2

Ua3 Ub3 Uc3

...
...

...

Figure 1.4: Self-validated world

Ua0 Ub0 Uc0

Ua1 Ub1 Uc1

Ua2 Ub2 Uc2

Ua3 Ub3 Uc3

...
...

...

Figure 1.5: Cross-validated world

Fig. 1.5. In the self-validated world, it is possible that all of the universes of

A are inconsistent, and all of the universes of B and C are consistent. However,

in the cross-validated world, if any verified universe is inconsistent, all of them

must be inconsistent. Proof assistants are often written in different languages

by different groups of people, and one can argue that the chances of mistakes

in different proof assistants are independent, at least to some extent. Also, the

cross-validated approach makes it easier to write translators between different

proof assistants, as explained in Sec. 6.3. For these reasons, we chose the cross-

validated approach.

One practical problem with the cross-validated approach is that to make

changes to the proof assistant A, one needs the proof assistant B to be avail-

able. In the course of several years and decades, technology can evolve so much

that it may become difficult to use the B-formalization of A. Also, if B is power-

ful enough so that all universes of A can be formalized in just one universe of

B, as shown in Fig. 1.3, then we cannot use any universe of A to formalize that

universe of B. So, for the trustworthiness of B, it might be necessary to fall back

to self-validation.
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1.2.4 Formal Validation of Nuprl

This thesis is mainly about our formalization of the Nuprl proof assistant. Al-

though our main goal was to improve the trustworthiness of the Nuprl proof

assistant, we also had an intellectual interest in defining the Nuprl proof assis-

tant using weaker meta-theories.

In particular, we were interested in avoiding non-constructive principles

such as the law of excluded middle, and impredicative principles such as im-

predicative quantification over propositions or types. Also, instead of just prov-

ing the consistency of Nuprl’s typehood rules, we were interested in proving

them valid in the intended semantics of Nuprl where types are PERs (Partial

Equivalence Relations) on untyped lambda terms. Also, it turned out that this

semantic method of proving consistency is very amenable to extensions – a new

type former and its typehood rules can be added almost independently of the

existing proofs.

We investigated 3 different meta-theories for the formalization of Nuprl, as

shown in Fig. 1.6. Our weakest metatheory is Coq without its impredicative

Prop universe3. In this formalization, which was developed in late 2013, when

universe-polymorphism was not fully implemented in Coq, we had to dupli-

cate our definitions for each universe of Coq. This duplication became unten-

able very soon. Nevertheless, we verified 3 universes of Nuprl, as shown in

Fig. 1.6. Our main metatheory is Coq (with Prop), which allows us to formalize

all universe of Nuprl. This formalization uses impredicative quantification over

members of the Prop universe. To avoid such impredicative quantification, we

investigated another meta-theory which is Agda. We were able to sketch a defi-

nition of all universes of Nuprl in Agda. This definition uses Agda’s induction-

3While we were careful to not use the Prop universe in any of our definitions, we do not
know of any way to ask Coq to prevent us from doing that by mistake.
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recursion [34, 35] mechanism, which allows one to mutually define an inductive

type and a structurally recursive function on the inductive type. Unlike in a

mutually inductive definition, the structurally recursive function can occur at a

negative position (at the left of an arrow) in the inductive definition4. In addi-

tion to avoiding impredicative quantification, our Agda definitions of Nuprl’s

types are much more succinct, thanks to induction-recursion. Note that all our

meta-theories are constructive – in particular, they do not allow the use of the

law of excluded middle, unless explicitly added as an axiom.

Coq and Agda are significantly different from Nuprl. While Coq and Agda

are based on an intensional type theory with intrinsic typing, Nuprl is based on

an extensional type theory with extrinsic5 typing. Also, Nuprl has several expres-

sive types not found in Coq or Agda : e.g., quotient types, refinement types, in-

tersection types[50], dependent intersection types [50], union types[50], partial

types[23, 78, 22, 25], image types [68]. Partial types enable principled reasoning

about partial functions (functions that may not converge on all inputs). This is

better than the approach of Agda and Idris [16] where one can disable termina-

tion checking and allow oneself to accidentally prove a contradiction.

Following Allen [5] we implement W types (which can be used to encode in-

ductive types [1] in an extensional type theory like Nuprl), instead of Mendler’s

recursive types [60]. The main advantage of this change is that it allows us to

define all of Nuprl, in particular its type system, without using impredicative

quantification, as evidenced by our Agda model (Sec. 4.1).

4In his thesis [5, Section 4.2,page 49], Stuart Allen hinted at the legitimacy of such a definition.
Induction-recursion formalizes his notion of half-positivity.

5See [74] for a discussion of intrinsic vs. extrinsic typing.
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1.3 Organization of this thesis

Nuprl is defined in 4 steps, and the next 4 chapters respectively explain our

formalization of each step. First, we define the syntax of Nuprl terms. Then we

define a computation system over those terms. Then we define a type system

which determines which two terms are equal members of a type. Finally we

define Nuprl’s rules in a sequent calculus, and prove their correctness. Below,

we give a more detailed overview of each chapter.

We almost always present Coq code directly in this document6. It is often

syntactically colored using the default convention: blue is used for inductive

types, dark red for constructors of inductive types, green for defined constants,

functions and lemmas, red for keywords and some notations, and purple for

(Coq/Agda) variables. Some of the colored items are hyperlinked to the place

they are defined, either in this document, in the standard library, or in our pub-

licly available code

Chapter 2 is describes our definition the syntax of Nuprl terms, and asso-

ciated operations and properties such as substitution. It is well known that

reasoning about substitution is a huge “distraction” that inevitably gets in the

way of formalizing interesting properties of languages with variable bindings.

Most formalizations have their own separate definitions of terms and substitu-

tion, and properties about it. However there is a great deal of uniformity in the

way substitution works and the reasons why its properties hold. Our abstract

definition captures this uniformity, so that subtle notions like capture-avoiding

simultaneous substitution and alpha equality and several proofs about them

can be defined once and for all. Hence, our development can and is being used

even for other programming languages and proof assistants.

6A reader who is not familiar with Coq might want to read a short tutorial at http://www.
cis.upenn.edu/~bcpierce/sf/Basics.html

11
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Chapter 3 explains our formalization of Nuprl’s computation system and

its properties. We first define a one step computation function compute step,

and then lift it to multiple steps. We then explain our formalization of the coin-

ductive computational approximation relation approx, which was defined and

proved to be a congruence by Howe [41] under certain extensionality condi-

tions. We formalize his proof and also proved that Nuprl satisfies all those ex-

tensionality conditions. approx is a therefore congruence in Nuprl. We also

proved some domain theoretic properties of approx, such as a Least Upper

Bound (LUB) principle. Also, using the theory of approx, we prove a compact-

ness property for Nuprl’s computation system. Following Crary [25], we use

the LUB and the compactness properties to justify the main typehood rules for

partial types [9, Sec. 5.2.9].

Finally, we define a computational equivalence relation cequiv as the inter-

section of approx with its inverse. cequiv plays the role of definitional equality

in Nuprl’s type system. The congruence of approx implies the congruence of

cequiv, which later (Chapter 5) implies the legitimacy the typehood rules that

allow one to compute at arbitrary places in a Nuprl proof.

Chapter 4 explains the formalization of Nuprl’s type system (nuprl). Fol-

lowing Allen’s methodology, a Nuprl type is defined as a partial equivalence

relation (PER). nuprl determines which closed terms denote equal types and

which closed terms are equal members of types. This chapter also shows that

using induction-recursion in Agda results in a more intuitive and simple def-

inition of Nuprl’s type system. In total, this chapter discusses three different

meta-theories that one can use to formalize Nuprl’s type system and the pros

and cons of each one.

In Chapter 5 we define the syntax and semantics of Nuprl’s sequents. In

12



Nuprl

U0

U1

Coq w/o Prop

U0

U1

U2

Agda

U0

Coq w/ Prop

Prop

U0

    func_choice

Figure 1.6: Three meta-theories that can formalize (parts of) Nuprl. An arrow
from a Nuprl universe A to some universe B means that the PERs of types in A
can be defined as relations in the universe B.

Sec. 5.2, we prove the validity of several inference (typehood) rules w.r.t. the

PER semantics defined in the previous chapter. We conclude by showing how

all these proved rules can be used to build an Ltac based “refiner" that can serve

as a trusted core of Nuprl.

Finally, in Chapter 6 we conclude and and discuss how this work has been

used to safely evolve the Nuprl proof assistant. We will also discuss some pos-

sible future applications and extensions of our development and some of the

remaining challenges towards our goal of building trustworthy proof assistants.

1.4 Related Work

Perhaps the closest work to ours is that of Barras [12]. He formalizes

Werner’s [82] set-theoretic semantics for a fragment of Coq in Coq by first ax-

iomatizing the required set theory in Coq. While this fragment has the Peano

numbers, inductive types are missing. Werner’s semantics assumes the exis-

tence of inaccessible cardinals to give denotations to the predicative universes

of Coq as sets. In earlier work, Barras and Werner [13] provide a deep embed-
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ding of a fragment of Coq that excludes universes and inductive types. They

thereby obtain a certified typechecker for this fragment.

Similarly, Harrison [40] verified: (1) a weaker version of HOL Light’s kernel

(with no axiom of infinity) in HOL Light (a proof assistant based on higher-

order classical logic); and (2) HOL Light in a stronger variant of HOL light (by

adding an axiom that provides a larger universe of sets). Myreen et al. are ex-

tending this work to build a verified implementation of HOL Light [66] using

their verified ML-like programming language called CakeML [52]. They fully

verified CakeML in HOL4 down to machine code. Similarly, Myreen and Davis

formally proved the soundness of the Milawa theorem prover [65] (an ACL2-

like theorem prover) which runs on top of their verified Lisp runtime called

Jitawa [64]. Both these projects go further by verifying the implementations of

the provers down to machine code. Nuprl’s logic is different from those of HOL

and Milawa, e.g., HOL does not support dependent types, and Milawa’s logic

is a first-order logic of total, recursive functions with induction.

Buisse and Dybjer [17] partially formalize a categorical model of an inten-

sional Martin-Löf type theory in Agda.

Uses of induction-recursion to define shallow embeddings of hierarchies

of Martin-Löf universes have often been described in the literature [34, 58].

However, we have a deep embedding, our inductive-recursive definition is

parametrized over the already defined terms. This deep-embedding approach is

required for our goal of extracting an independent correct by construction proof

assistant. Also, the extensionality of Nuprl complicates our definitions a bit. For

example, we have to define equality of types instead of just typehood. Daniels-

son [27] uses induction-recursion to define a deep embedding of a dependently

typed language that does not have universes and inductive types.

14



More recently, Mark Bickford has made significant progress towards formal-

izing cubical type theory in the Nuprl proof assistant [14]. Cubical type theory,

which could be the basis of a more (logically) complete version of the Coq proof

assistant, validates Vladimir’s univalence principle [80].
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CHAPTER 2

TERMS, SUBSTITUTION, ALPHA EQUALITY

When doing the formalization, I

discovered that the core part of

the proof . . . is fairly

straightforward and only requires

a good understanding of the

paper version. However, in

completing the proof I observed

that in certain places I had to

invest much more work than

expected, e.g. proving lemmas

about substitution and weakening

Thorsten Altenkirch [7, Sec. 6]

Variable bindings are common in almost all high-level “mathematical” lan-

guages, e.g. λ-calculus, first order logic, Riemann integration. All these lan-

guages have a rather subtle notion of capture-avoiding substitution. Some of us

may remember miscomputing definite integration problems in our high school

calculus class because a variable got captured by substitution. However, such

mistakes are not limited to high school students. Mistakes in symbolic reason-

ing about substitution have been discovered even in carefully-written and peer-

reviewed articles [48, footnote 8].

The advent of proof assistants has made it possible to safely reason about

complicated systems involving variable bindings and substitution. However,

this safety comes at an exorbitant price. It is well known that while formally

proving interesting properties about these languages in proof assistants, a large
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fraction of the time is spent in reasoning about properties of substitution and

α-equality – see the epigraph at the beginning of this chapter for an example.

Over the last few decades, considerable research has gone into remedying this

situation.

Most mathematics textbooks use the nominal representation where all vari-

ables have (mnemonically helpful) names and multiple representatives of a

class of α-equal terms are allowed. One popular line of research is to develop

alternate representations of terms. For example, the de Bruijn indices (DB) rep-

resentation has the advantage that there is a unique term denoting a class of

α-equal terms. However, it introduces the need to reason about index-lifting

operations. The Locally Nameless (LN) representation [10] can be thought of as

a hybrid between the DB representation and the nominal representation.

Another representation, which is radically different, is the Higher Order Ab-

stract Syntax (HOAS) [70, 71], where the binders of an eligible meta-language

are used to encode the binding structure of the object language. Bound terms

are represented as functions in the meta-theory. Again, such higher order repre-

sentations have their own problems, such as impredicativity, “exotic terms”,

although there are tricks to solve them [20]. Another problem with non-

traditional representations is that it might be difficult for some people, including

myself, to convince themselves that their definitions adequately represent what

they have in mind. Indeed, there are whole articles dedicated to the task of

carrying out some classic proofs using non-traditional representations [62].

Regardless of the representation one chooses, there are already tools to ease

some of the tedium of formal reasoning about variable bindings and substitu-

tion. For example, the tools DBGen [72], LNgen [11] and Nominal Isabelle [81]

take a specification of a language and automatically generate a substitution

17



function. They also attempt to generate proofs of many of its properties. In

the case of DBGen and LNGen, these Coq proofs are not guaranteed to be ac-

cepted by Coq’s proof checker because the tactics used in the proof scripts have

not been formally verified.

One common problem with all these tools is that they do not expose the

uniformity of the substitution function across different languages with variable

bindings. They generate a different substitution function for each language and

their users do not have any opportunity to generalize their proofs about sub-

stitution to all/most languages with variable bindings. However, modulo some

syntactic differences, the definition of substitution and the reasons its properties

hold are almost identical across languages. In this chapter, we show how to ex-

ploit that uniformity to define substitution and alpha equality, and prove their

properties once and for all. Our term representation is inspired by [42]. However,

that paper takes the definition and proofs about substitution and alpha equality

for granted.

2.1 Preliminaries

Most of the Coq’s library about proofs are defined in its Prop universe, which is

impredicative. As mentioned in the previous chapter, we are also interested in

a predicative formalization of Nuprl, even though our main formalization uses

impredicativity. So, we had to redefine many of the logical connectives and

standard relations on numbers and lists in Typei. To share definitions between

the predicative and the impredicative formalizations, we use a notation [univ]

which stands for Typei, unless mentioned otherwise. Most of our development

compiles even when [univ] is redefined as Prop. Note that the universes

Prop and Typei are very different and Coq does not allow definitions to be
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polymorphic over this choice.

2.1.1 Variables

To define the syntax of Nuprl terms as a Coq type, we first define the type of

Nuprl’s variables. We could have chosen any type NVar that satisfies the follow-

ing two properties:

Lemma eq var dec: ∀ x y : NVar, {x = y} + {x 6= y}.

Lemma fresh vars : ∀ (n: nat) (lv : list NVar),

{lvn : (list NVar) × no repeats lvn × disjoint lvn lv × length lvn = n}.

The statement of eq var dec may look trivial in a classical logic. However, in

a constructive logic, it says that the equality in the type NVar is decidable. Note

that + stands for disjunction and × stands for conjunction. We need decidable

equality on variables so that many useful relations on our future definitions of

Terms, like equality, alpha equality, etc. will be decidable. Also, our substitution

function will need this decidable equality to determine whether it needs to come

up with fresh variables.

The statement of fresh vars, which is the second property, essentially says

that we have an unbounded supply of fresh variables. nat is Coq’s type of nat-

ural numbers, as defined in its standard library1. Formally, it says that for any

number n and a list of variables lv, there exists a list lvn of length n of distinct

variables such that lvn is disjoint from lv. In a constructive logic, a proof of this

statement consists of a function that computes lvn from lv and n. An important

use of fresh vars will be in defining the substitution function, where it will be

used to generate fresh variables to perform the alpha renaming necessary to

avoid capture of variables.

1Recall that clicking on a colored item may take you to its definition.
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While formalizing Nuprl, we did not worry much about generality and

picked the following concrete type for variables:

Inductive NVar : Set :=

| nvar : nat→ NVar.

Here are some examples of variables.

Definition nvarx : NVar := nvar 0.

Definition nvary : NVar := nvar 1.

Definition nvarz : NVar := nvar 2.

Note that a minor advantage of the concreteness of NVar is some proofs can

be done just by computation. As explained in Sec. 2.5, it was easy to later gen-

eralize our definitions and proofs over the choice of the type NVar.

2.2 Uniform Term Structure

Our definition of terms depends on a type Opid which denotes the collection

of operators of the language being defined, which is Nuprl in this case. As an

example, in the term λx.x which denotes the identity function, λ is an operator.

By choosing the type Opid, our definitions and proofs can and have been used

for other languages as well.

Below, we mutually inductively define NTerm and BTerm which respectively

define Nuprl’s terms and bound terms.

Inductive NTerm : Set :=

| vterm: NVar→ NTerm

| oterm: Opid→ list BTerm→ NTerm

with BTerm : Set :=

| bterm: (list NVar)→ NTerm→ BTerm.
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First, we have a constructor vterm that builds a term (NTerm) from a variable

(NVar). Variable bindings are made explicit by the concept of a bound term

(BTerm). bterm is the only constructor of BTerm. It takes a list of variables (say

lv) and a term (say nt) and constructs a bound term. A variable that is free in

nt gets bound to its first occurrence in lv, if any. For example, the bound term

bterm [nvarx] (vterm nvary) will be used soon in constructing the function λx.y.

Finally, we have the constructor oterm that takes an Opid and a list of bound

terms (BTerms) and constructs an NTerm. For example, if l:Opid represents λ,

λx.y is represented as oterm l [bterm [nvarx] (vterm nvary)]. Note that because

of the generality, our terms appear bloated by a constant factor.

Not all members of NTerm are meaningful (well-formed). For example, the

Opid corresponding to lambda abstractions must be provided with exactly one

bound term as argument. Moreover, that bound term must have exactly one

bound variable. So, we have a function OpBindings in type Opid→ list nat that

specifies both the number of arguments and the number of bound variables in

each argument (BTerm). We will use it soon to define the subcollection of well-

formed terms.

Definition get vars (bt: BTerm ) : list NVar :=

match bt with

| bterm lv nt⇒ lv

end.

Definition num bvars (bt : BTerm) := length (get vars bt).

We define a predicate nt wf on NTerm such that nt wf nt asserts that nt is a well-

formed term.

Inductive nt wf: NTerm→ [univ] :=

| wfvt: ∀ nv : NVar, nt wf (vterm nv)
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| wfot: ∀ (o: Opid) (lnt: list BTerm),

(∀ l, LIn l lnt→ bt wf l)

→map (num bvars) lnt

= OpBindings o

→ nt wf (oterm o lnt)

with bt wf : BTerm→ [univ] :=

| wfbt : ∀ (lnv : list NVar) (nt: NTerm),

nt wf nt→ bt wf (bterm lnv nt).

The only interesting case here is for the oterm case. The wfot constructor requires

that the number of bound variables of the bound terms in the list match the

signature (OpBindings o) of the corresponding operator o.

We divide the Opids into two categories, canonical and noncanonical.

Inductive Opid : Set :=

| Can : CanonicalOp→ Opid

| NCan : NonCanonicalOp→ Opid.

This distinction is important from the point of view of computation. Nuprl has

a call-by-name computation system and an NTerm is in normal (canonical) form

if its outermost Opid is a CanonicalOp. No further computation is performed

on terms in canonical form. For example, lambda abstractions are constructed

by the following Opid :

Can NLambda

We have OpBindings (Can NLambda) = [1].

On the other hand, an NTerm whose outermost Opid is a NonCanonicalOp is

not in normal form and can compute to some other term, or to an error. As an
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example, terms denoting function applications are constructed by the following

Opid: NCan NApply

We have OpBindings (NCan NApply) = [0,0].

The only restriction in defining CanonicalOp and NonCanonicalOp is that

the equality in these types should be decidable. The full-blown definition of

the Opids of Nuprl can be found in our technical report [9, Sec. 2.2.1]. Fig. 2.1

compactly describes the syntax of an illustrative subset of the language that we

formalized. There, v ranges over values. There is a member of CanonicalOp for

each clause of v. In Fig. 2.1, vt ranges over the values that represent types. A

term t is either a variable, a value, or a non-canonical term.

Next, we define functions that compute the free variables and bound vari-

ables of a term. Note how these functions have just two cases and are robust

against addition/deletion of new operators (Opids) to the language. If we had

defined NTerm in the usual way (with one constructor for each Opid), these def-

initions would be of the form of a long pattern match with one case for each

Opid. However, these definitions only care about the binding structure. We will

reap more benefits of this uniformity when we define substitution and alpha

equality in the next subsection.

Fixpoint free vars (t:NTerm) : list NVar :=

match t with

| vterm v⇒ [v]

| oterm op bts⇒ flat map free vars bterm bts

end

with free vars bterm (bt : BTerm ) :=

match bt with

| bterm lv nt⇒ remove nvars lv (free vars nt)

end.

Fixpoint bound vars (t : NTerm) : list NVar :=
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match t with

| vterm v⇒ []

| oterm op bts⇒ flat map bound vars bterm bts

end

with bound vars bterm (bt : BTerm ) :=

match bt with

| bterm lv nt⇒ lv ++ bound vars nt

end.

Definition all vars t := free vars t ++ bound vars t.

Definition closed (t : NTerm) := free vars t = [].

Definition isprogram (t : NTerm) := closed t × nt wf t.

2.3 Simultaneous Substitution

The goal of this section is to formalize the notion of simultaneous substitution

(lsubst). We needed many properties about substitution and alpha equality to

formalize all of Nuprl. Proofs of all these properties run into several thousands

of lines and took us several weeks to finish. These proofs are independent of

the operators of the language and work unchanged even if we formalize some

different language, e.g. first-order logic by merely changing the definition of

Opid. In the last section of this chapter, we explicitly generalize our definitions

and proofs over Opid.

The substitution operation is a key concept in functional languages. Among

other things, it is required to define the computation system and the semantics

of dependent types. The goal of this subsection is to formalize lsubst, a function

that simultaneously substitutes some variables for some terms while avoiding

capture of variables. We define a Substitution as a list of pairs:
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v ::= i (integer) | λx.t (lambda)
| inl(t) (left injection) | inr(t) (right injection)
| Ax (axiom) | 〈t1, t2〉 (pair)
| sup(t1, t2) (supremum) | vt (type)

vt ::= Z (integer type) | x:t1 → t2 (function type)
| x:t1 × t2 (product type) | t2 = t ∈ t1 (equality type)
| Base (base type) | t (partial type)
| ∪x : t1.t2 (union type) | ∩x:t1.t2 (intersection type)
| t1//t2 (quotient type) | t1 + t2 (disjoint union type)
| {x : t1 | t2} (set type) | W(x:t1, t2) (W type)

t ::= x (variable) | v (value)
| t1 t2 (application) | fix( t ) (fixpoint)
| let x := t1 in t2 (call-by-value) | let x, y = t1 in t2 (spread)
| case t1 of inl(x)⇒ t2 | inr(y)⇒ t3 (decide)
| if t1 =Z t2 then t3 else t4 (integer equality)

(λx.F) a → F [x\a]
let x, y = 〈t1, t2〉 in F → F [x\t1; y\t2]
case inl(t) of inl(x)⇒ F | inr(y)⇒ G → F [x\t]
case inr(t) of inl(x)⇒ F | inr(y)⇒ G → G[y\t]
if i1 =Z i2 then t1 else t2 → t1, if i1 = i2
if i1 =Z i2 then t1 else t2 → t2, if i1 6= i2
fix(v) → v fix(v)
let x := v in t → t[x\v]

Figure 2.1: Syntax (top) and operational semantics (bottom) of Nuprl

Definition Substitution : Set := list (NVar × NTerm).

As defined below, the substitution function with substitute the first member

of each pair with the second one.

The function var ren below provides a way to define specialized substitutions

that are variable renamings (substituting one variable for another). Such renam-

ings will be used in the definition of alpha equality. The combine function from

the standard library takes two lists and zips them up.
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Definition var ren (lvo lvn : list NVar) : Substitution :=

combine lvo (map vterm lvn).

The domain and range of a substitution are defined as follows:

Definition dom sub (sub : Substitution) : list NVar := map (fun x ⇒ fst x)

sub.

Definition range (sub : Substitution) : list NTerm := map (fun x⇒ snd x) sub.

The following auxilliary function performs a Substitution on an NTerm assum-

ing that its bound variables are already disjoint from the free variables of the

range of the Substitution.

Fixpoint lsubst aux (nt : NTerm) (sub : Substitution) : NTerm :=

match nt with

| vterm var⇒

match sub find sub var with

| Some t⇒ t

| None⇒ nt

end

| oterm op bts⇒ oterm op (map (fun t⇒ lsubst bterm aux t sub) bts)

end

with lsubst bterm aux (bt : BTerm) (sub : Substitution) : BTerm :=

match bt with

| bterm lv nt⇒ bterm lv (lsubst aux nt (sub filter sub lv))

end.
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Note that the definition of lsubst bterm aux may be incorrect in the case lv is

not disjoint from the free variables of the range of sub. The traditional approach

is to alpha rename bterm lv nt so that this situation is avoided. However, this

is problematic because, to ensure termination, Coq only allows structural recur-

sion. So, if the result of the renaming is bterm lv’ nt’, nt’ may not be a structural

subterm of bterm lv nt, and thus Coq will not allow us to make a recursive call

on nt’.

Hence, we perform the alpha renaming at the very beginning. More for-

mally, we pre-process t such that its bound variables have been renamed to

avoid the free variables of the range of sub. Here is a structurally recursive func-

tion that does the alpha renaming.

Fixpoint change bvars alpha (lv : list NVar ) (t : NTerm) :=

match t with

| vterm v⇒ vterm v

| oterm o lbt⇒ oterm o (map (change bvars alphabt lv) lbt)

end

with change bvars alphabt lv bt:=

match bt with

| bterm blv bnt⇒

let bnt’ := change bvars alpha lv bnt in

match (fresh vars (length blv) (lv++(all vars bnt’))) with

| existT lvn ⇒ bterm lvn (lsubst aux bnt’ (var ren blv lvn))

end

end.

When we define alpha equality in the next section, we prove that

change bvars alpha returns a term which is alpha equal to the input. Finally,

here is the function that safely performs a Substitution on an NTerm.
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Definition lsubst (t : NTerm) (sub : Substitution) : NTerm :=

let sfr := flat map free vars (range sub) in

if dec disjointv (bound vars t) sfr

then lsubst aux t sub

else lsubst aux (change bvars alpha sfr t) sub.

2.4 Alpha Equality

Most of the operations and relations in functional languages are invariant under

renaming of variables. Alpha equality helps us express this property. We define

it as follows:

Inductive alpha eq : NTerm→ NTerm→ Type :=

| al vterm : ∀ v, alpha eq (vterm v) (vterm v)

| al oterm : ∀ (op: Opid) (lbt1 lbt2 : list BTerm),

length lbt1 = length lbt2

→ (∀ n, n < length lbt1

→ alpha eq bterm (selectbt lbt1 n)

(selectbt lbt2 n))

→ alpha eq (oterm op lbt1) (oterm op lbt2)

with alpha eq bterm : BTerm→ BTerm→ Type :=

| al bterm :

∀ (lv1 lv2 lv: list NVar) (nt1 nt2 : NTerm) ,

disjoint lv (all vars nt1 ++ all vars nt2)

→ length lv1 = length lv2

→ length lv1 = length lv

→ no repeats lv

→ alpha eq (lsubst nt1 (var ren lv1 lv))

(lsubst nt2 (var ren lv2 lv))
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→ alpha eq bterm (bterm lv1 nt1) (bterm lv2 nt2).

The interesting case is in the definition of alpha eq bterm. We list some use-

ful properties about lsubst and alpha eq. Just like the above definitions, these

proofs do not make any assumption about the type Opid and the function Op-

Bindings. In the next section, we will make that generality explicit.

2.4.1 Properties about Substitution and Alpha Equality

The above definition of alpha equality is convenient when we have to prove al-

pha equality. In particular, in the al bterm constructor, we are free to choose the

fresh variables lv in whatever way we want, as long as they satisfy the unique-

ness and disjointness constraints. However, it is very inconvenient when we are

making use of an alpha equality hypothesis. When destructing some proof of

alpha eq bterm (bterm lva nta) (bterm lvb ntb), the choice of new variables lv is

guaranteed to be disjoint from the variables of nta and ntb. However, in many

proofs, we want it to be disjoint from other variables as well. One example of

such a situation is the proof of transitivity of alpha equality. Suppose, we have

alpha eq bterm (bterm lva nta) (bterm lvb ntb) and alpha eq bterm (bterm lvb

ntb) (bterm lvc ntc) as hypotheses. To complete the proof of alpha eq bterm

(bterm lva nta) (bterm lvc ntc), we need to pick variables that are disjoint from

variables of nta and ntc.

Therefore, we defined alpha eq3, another notion of alpha equality, which is

parametrized by lva, a list of variables. In the al bterm3 constructor, the choice

of fresh variables is disjoint from lva. We then proved that the two notions of

alpha equality are equivalent.

Inductive alpha eq3 (lva: list NVar): NTerm→ NTerm→ Type :=
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| al vterm3 : ∀ v, alpha eq3 lva (vterm v) (vterm v)

| al oterm3 :

∀ op lbt1 lbt2,

length lbt1 = length lbt2

→ (∀ n, n < length lbt1

→ alpha eq bterm3 lva (selectbt lbt1 n)

(selectbt lbt2 n))

→ alpha eq3 lva (oterm op lbt1) (oterm op lbt2)

with alpha eq bterm3 (lva: list NVar) : BTerm→ BTerm→ Type :=

| al bterm3 :

∀ (lv1 lv2 lv: list NVar) (nt1 nt2 : NTerm) ,

disjoint lv (all vars nt1 ++ all vars nt2 ++ lva)

→ length lv1 = length lv2

→ length lv1 = length lv

→ no repeats lv

→ alpha eq3 lva (lsubst aux nt1 (var ren lv1 lv))

(lsubst aux nt2 (var ren lv2 lv))

→ alpha eq bterm3 lva (bterm lv1 nt1) (bterm lv2 nt2).

One side of the equivalence was very easy to show

Lemma alpha eq if3: ∀ nt1 nt2 lv,

(alpha eq3 lv nt1 nt2)→ (alpha eq nt1 nt2).

The other direction was much more difficult

Lemma alpha eq3 if: ∀ nt1 nt2,

(alpha eq nt1 nt2)→ ∀ lv, (alpha eq3 lv nt1 nt2).

Now we can prove that alpha eq is an equivalence relation. In particular,

the proof of transitivity uses the above two lemmas. The proofs of reflexivity

and symmetry are straightforward.
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Lemma alpha eq refl:

∀ nt, alpha eq nt nt.

Lemma alpha eq sym:

∀ nt1 nt2, alpha eq nt1 nt2→ alpha eq nt2 nt1.

Lemma alpha eq trans:

∀ nt1 nt2 nt3, alpha eq nt1 nt2→ alpha eq nt2 nt3→ alpha eq nt1 nt3.

Lemma alphaeq preserves wf:

∀ t1 t2, alpha eq t1 t2→ (nt wf t2⇔ nt wf t1).

The following lemma is the property we promised to prove while defining

lsubst.

Lemma change bvars alpha spec: ∀ nt lv,

let nt’ := change bvars alpha lv nt in

disjoint lv (bound vars nt’) ×alpha eq nt nt’.

Theorem alphaeq preserves free vars:

∀ t1 t2, alpha eq t1 t2→

(free vars t1) = (free vars t2).

Lemma lsubst wf iff:

∀ sub,

wf sub sub

→ ∀ nt, (nt wf nt⇔ nt wf (lsubst nt sub)).

In the following theorem, the binary relation (bin rel nterm alpha eq) on list

NTerm asserts that the lists have equal length and the members are respectively

alpha equal.

Theorem lsubst alpha congr: ∀ t1 t2 lvi lnt1 lnt2,

alpha eq t1 t2

→ length lvi = length lnt1
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→ length lvi = length lnt2

→ bin rel nterm alpha eq lnt1 lnt2

→ alpha eq (lsubst t1 (combine lvi lnt1)) (lsubst t2 (combine lvi lnt2)).

Corollary lsubst alpha congr2: ∀ t1 t2 sub,

alpha eq t1 t2

→ alpha eq (lsubst t1 sub) (lsubst t2 sub).

The following lemma characterizes the free variables of the result of a sub-

stitution as a set. eqvars is a binary relation on list NVar that asserts that the 2

lists are equal as sets. sub keep first sub lv filters the Substitution sub so as to

keep only the first occurrence of pairs whose domain is in lv.

Lemma eqvars free vars disjoint :

∀ t : NTerm,

∀ sub : Substitution,

eqvars (free vars (lsubst t sub))

(remove nvars (dom sub sub) (free vars t)

++ sub free vars (sub keep first sub (free vars t))).

Lemma lsubst sub filter alpha:

∀ (t : NTerm) (sub : Substitution) (l : list NVar),

disjoint (free vars t) l

→ alpha eq (lsubst t (sub filter sub l)) (lsubst t sub).

In the following lemma, lsubst sub is a function such that lsubst sub sub1 sub2

performs the Substitution sub2 on each element of the range of sub1.

Lemma combine sub nest:

∀ t sub1 sub2,

alpha eq (lsubst (lsubst t sub1) sub2)

(lsubst t (lsubst sub sub1 sub2 ++ sub2)).

Lemma lsubst nest same alpha :
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∀ t lvi lvio lnt,

length lvio=length lvi

→ length lvio=length lnt

→ no repeats lvio

→ disjoint lvio (free vars t)

→ alpha eq (lsubst (lsubst t (var ren lvi lvio)) (combine lvio lnt))

(lsubst t (combine lvi lnt)).

Lemma lsubst nest swap alpha: ∀ t sub1 sub2,

let lvi1 := dom sub sub1 in

let lvi2 := dom sub sub2 in

let lnt1 := range sub1 in

let lnt2 := range sub2 in

disjoint lvi1 (flat map free vars lnt2)

→ disjoint lvi2 (flat map free vars lnt1)

→ disjoint lvi1 lvi2

→ alpha eq (lsubst(lsubst t sub1) sub2) (lsubst(lsubst t sub2) sub1).

2.5 Generalization to Other Languages

After the formalization of Nuprl, we noticed that our several thousands of lines

of proofs about substitution and alpha equality did not make any assumption

about the type Opid and the function OpBindings. (In contrast, in the next chap-

ter, where we define Nuprl’s computation system, we will make use of specific

constructs of the language, such as λ and function application in the case of beta

reduction.)

So, we created a self-contained library [8] of that is explicitly parametric over

the signature of terms. It contains all our proofs about substitution and alpha

equality. All those proofs have been checked once and for all by Coq. To use
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those proofs for a language, one has to provide the signature of the language as

an instance of the following typeclass (record type).

Class GenericTermSig : Type :=

{

Opid : Set;

OpBindings : Opid→ list nat;

opid dec : ∀ x y : Opid, {x = y} + {x 6= y};

}.

Also, we generalized our proofs to not depend on our specific implemen-

tation of variables. Instead, any type satisfying the following typeclass can

be used. VarType T ensures that T satisfies the two properties described in

Sec. 2.1.1. We provide an implementation based on natural numbers.

Class VarType (T:Type) := {

deq : ∀ x y : T, {x = y} + {x 6= y};

freshVars : ∀ (n:nat) (avoid : list T), list T;

freshCorrect: ∀ (n:nat) (avoid : list T),

let lf := (freshVars n avoid) in

(no repeats lf ∧ disjoint lf avoid ∧ length lf = n)

}.

This library is being used to prove the correctness of some phases of the

Certicoq compiler2 for the Coq proof assistant.

2https://www.cs.princeton.edu/~appel/certicoq/
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CHAPTER 3

COMPUTATION SYSTEM AND COMPUTATIONAL APPROXIMATION

3.1 Computation System of Nuprl

Here, we define the call-by-name computation system of Nuprl. Because every

step is deterministic, we can define it as a (partial) function denoting 1 step of

computation. Because a step of computation may result in an error, we define

the following type to represent the result of 1 step if the step succeeds, or an

error message if it fails:

Inductive Comput Result : Set :=

| csuccess : NTerm→ Comput Result

| cfailure : String.string→ NTerm→ Comput Result.

For a NonCanonicalOp, we say that some of its arguments are principal.

Principal arguments are subterms that have to be evaluated to a canonical form

before checking whether the term itself is a redex or not. In Fig. 2.1, which

describes the syntax of Nuprl, principal arguments are marked in boxes. For

example, Nuprl’s evaluator evaluates the first argument of an application until

it converges (to a λ term). The first argument is principal for all NonCanon-

icalOps. For arithmetic operations, even the second argument is canonical.

Below, we present the overall structure of the one step computation function

compute step. It refers to many other definitions, one for each non-canonical

operator of the language. compute step is defined by pattern matching on the

supplied NTerm t. If t is a variable, the result is an error. If t is an oterm with a

canonical Opid, there is nothing more to be done. Recall that Nuprl has a call-

by-name computation system and a term whose outermost Opid is canonical is

already in normal form.
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If the head Opid ncr is non-canonical, it does more pattern matching to fur-

ther expose the structure of its BTerms. In particular, the first BTerm is principal

and should have no bound variables and its NTerm should be an oterm (and not

a variable). If the Opid of that oterm is canonical, some interesting action can be

taken. So, there is another (nested) pattern match that invokes the appropriate

function, depending on the head Opid (ncr). The exact Coq definitions of those

functions can be found in our technical report [9, Sec. 3.1]. The bottom part of

Fig. 2.1 compactly describes those definitions.

If the principal argument is not canonical, e.g. in the last clause in the top-

level pattern match, the first non-canonical principal argument is further evalu-

ated.
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Fixpoint compute step (t : NTerm) : Comput Result :=

match t with

| vterm v⇒ cfailure "not closed" (vterm v)

| oterm (Can ) ⇒ csuccess t

| oterm (NCan ) []⇒ cfailure "no args supplied" t

| oterm (NCan ) ((bterm [] (vterm )):: )⇒ cfailure "not closed" t

| oterm (NCan ) ((bterm (h::tl) ):: )⇒ cfailure "check 1st arg" t

| oterm (NCan ncr) ((bterm [] ((oterm (Can arg1c) arg1bts)) as arg1)::btsr)⇒

match ncr with

| NApply⇒ compute step apply arg1c t arg1bts btsr

| NFix⇒ compute step fix arg1c t arg1bts btsr

| NSpread⇒ compute step spread arg1c t arg1bts btsr

| NDsup⇒ compute step dsup arg1c t arg1bts btsr

| NDecide⇒ compute step decide arg1c t arg1bts btsr

| NCbv⇒ compute step cbv arg1c t arg1bts btsr

| NCompOp op⇒ co btsr t arg1bts arg1c op compute step arg1 ncr

| NArithOp op⇒ ca btsr t arg1bts arg1c op compute step arg1 ncr

| NCanTest top⇒ compute step can test top arg1c t arg1bts btsr

end

| oterm (NCan ncr) ((bterm [] arg1nt)::btsr)⇒

match (compute step arg1nt) with

| csuccess f ⇒ csuccess (oterm (NCan ncr) ((bterm [] f)::btsr))

| cfailure str ts⇒ cfailure str ts

end

end.

Now, we extend the one step computation to multiple steps in a straightforward

way.
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Fixpoint compute at most k steps

(k : nat) (t : NTerm) : Comput Result :=

match k with

| 0⇒ csuccess t

| S n⇒ match compute at most k steps n t with

| csuccess tn⇒ compute step tn

| cfailure mesg subterm⇒ cfailure mesg subterm

end

end.

Definition reduces to (t1 t2 : NTerm) :=

{k : nat × compute at most k steps k t1 = csuccess t2}.

Definition computes to value (t1 t2 : NTerm) :=

reduces to t1 t2 × isvalue t2.

Definition hasvalue (t : NTerm) :=

{t’ : NTerm × computes to value t t’}.

Computation steps preserve closedness and well-formedness of terms:

Lemma preserve compute step : ∀ (t1 t2 :NTerm),

compute step t1 = csuccess t2

→ isprogram t1

→ isprogram t2.

Computation steps commute with alpha equality

Theorem compute step alpha :

∀ (t1 t2 t1’ :NTerm),

alpha eq t1 t2

→ compute step t1 = csuccess t1’

→ { t2’:NTerm × compute step t2 = csuccess t2’

× alpha eq t1’ t2’}.
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3.2 Computational Approximation

When we define the type system in the next chapter, we will want it to respect

many computational relations. In Agda, Coq and Nuprl, if t reduces to t’, and t

is in some type T, then t and t’ are equal in T. In addition, it is useful to have our

types respect a congruence that contains the computation relation. For example,

Coq has a notion of definitional equality which is a congruence. In Nuprl, we

use Howe’s computation equivalence ∼ [41], which is a coinductively defined

congruence. It permits more powerful equational reasoning than Coq’s defini-

tional equality. For example, all diverging programs are equivalent under ∼.

The same holds for all programs that generate an infinite stream of zeroes.

Following Howe, we will first define his computational approximation (ap-

prox) and prove that it is a congruence. The desired equivalence (cequiv) is

defined as a conjunction of approx with its inverse. In the next chapter, our

definition of Nuprl’s type system will respect cequiv by definition. We often de-

note cequiv by ∼. We will also prove many domain theoretic properties about

approx in the next section. These properties will be useful in defining partial

types.

We begin by describing some definitions used in the definition of approx.

olift lifts a binary relation that is meaningful only on programs to one on well-

formed(nt wf) terms that may have free variables. Recall that a program is a

well-formed term that is also closed. the wf sub predicate on Substitution as-

serts that the range of the substitution consists of well-formed terms. Intuitively,

(olift R) s t asserts that for all substitutions that turn s and t into closed terms s’

and t’, R s’ t’ holds.

Definition olift (R : NTerm→ NTerm→ [univ]) (x y :NTerm) : [univ] :=

nt wf x × nt wf y × ∀ sub: Substitution, wf sub sub
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→ isprogram (lsubst x sub)

→ isprogram (lsubst y sub)

→ R (lsubst x sub) (lsubst y sub).

blift and lblift lift a binary relation on NTerms to one on BTerms and one on lists

of BTerm respectively.

Definition blift (R: NTerm→ NTerm→ [univ]) (bt1 bt2: BTerm): [univ] :=

{lv: (list NVar) × {nt1,nt2 : NTerm × R nt1 nt2

× alpha eq bterm bt1 (bterm lv nt1) × alpha eq bterm bt2 (bterm lv nt2) }}.

Definition lblift (R: NTerm→ NTerm→ [univ])

(tls trs: list BTerm): [univ] :=

length tls = length trs × ∀ n : nat, n < length tls→ blift R (tls[n]) (trs[n]).

Below, we define some abstractions to denote that a relation respects another

relation. In particular, we are interested in proving that many relations respect

alpha equality

Definition respects2 l {T1 T2 : Set} (Rr : T1→ T1→ [univ])

(R : T1→ T2→ [univ]) :=

∀ a b a’, Rr a a’→ R a b→ R a’ b.

Definition respects2 r {T1 T2 : Set} (Rr : T2→ T2→ [univ])

(R : T1→ T2→ [univ]) :=

∀ a b b’, Rr b b’→ R a b→ R a b’.

Definition respects2 {T : Set} (Rr : T→ T→ [univ])

(R : T→ T→ [univ]):=

(respects2 l Rr R) × (respects2 r Rr R).

We now define close comput, an endofunction in the type of binary rela-

tions on NTerm. approx can be considered the greatest fixpoint of close comput.

However, we define it predicatively using the CoInductive construct of Coq.
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Howe denotes close compute R as [R].

Notation "t1 =v> t2" := (computes to value t1 t2)

(at level 99).

Definition close comput (R: NTerm→ NTerm→ [univ]) (tl tr : NTerm): [univ]:=

isprogram tl × isprogram tr × ∀ (c : CanonicalOp) (tl subterms : list BTerm),

(tl =v> (oterm (Can c) tl subterms))

→ {tr subterms : list BTerm × (tr =v> (oterm (Can c) tr subterms))

× lblift (olift R) tl subterms tr subterms }.

At this point, one could directly define approx as:

CoInductive approx bad : NTerm→ NTerm→ [univ] :=

| approxC: ∀ tl tr,

close comput approx bad tl tr

→ approx bad tl tr.

However, this approach would require using the cofix tactic of Coq for prov-

ing the properties of approx. Unfortunately, cofix does a very conservative

productivity checking and often rejects our legitimate proofs at Qed time.

So, we use parametrized coinduction [44] to define it in a slightly indirect

way. With this technique, we only need to use cofix once.1

The empty relation:

Definition bot2 (x y : NTerm) : [univ] := False.

\2/ denotes the disjunction of relations. Formally, r1 \2/ r2 denotes the relation

fun x y⇒ (r1 x y) ∨ (r2 x y)

CoInductive approx aux

(R : NTerm→ NTerm→ [univ]) (tl tr: NTerm): [univ] :=

1If we allowed ourselves the luxury of impredicativity (Prop), we would never need
cofix [44].
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|approx fold: close comput ((approx aux R) \2/ R) tl tr

→ approx aux R tl tr.

Definition approx := approx aux bot2.

The first thing we do with the above co-inductive definition is to prove a “co-

induction principle” for approx using cofix and then never ever use cofix

again. r1 =2> r2 denotes the relation fun x y⇒ (r1 x y)→ (r2 x y).

Lemma approx acc: ∀ (l r0 : NTerm→ NTerm→ [univ])

(OBG: ∀ (r: NTerm→ NTerm→ [univ])

(INC: r0 =2> r) (CIH: l =2> r),

l =2> approx aux r),

l =2> approx aux r0.

Using the approx acc lemma above, which is our co-induction principle, we can

prove the reflexivity of approx for programs (terms that are closed and well-

formed).

Lemma approx refl :

∀ (t : NTerm), isprogram t→ approx t t.

approx open is reflexive even for open (but well-formed) terms.

Corollary approx open refl: ∀ nt: NTerm, (nt wf nt)→ (olift approx) nt nt.

Lemma respects alpha closed comput : ∀ R,

respects alpha (close comput R).

Corollary respects alpha approx: respects alpha approx.

Notation approx open := (olift approx).

Notation approx open bterm := (blift approx open).

Now we wish to prove that approx is transitive. The proof is again a co-

inductive argument, as are many proofs whose conclusion is a coinductive def-

inition. However, to get a strong enough co-induction hypothesis when we

formalize the proof using the approx acc lemma above, we have to state it in a
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more general way. This is because alpha equality is baked into the definition of

blift. Also, note that even though we already proved that approx respects alpha

equality (see respects alpha approx above), it cannot be used in the following

proof because the application of approx acc generalizes over approx.

Lemma approx trans aux : ∀ a b c a’ c’,

alpha eq a a’

→ alpha eq c c’

→ approx a’ b

→ approx b c’

→ approx a c.

Corollary approx trans : ∀ a b c,

approx a b→ approx b c→ approx a c.

Lemma computes to value implies approx : ∀ t x,

isprogram t

→ computes to value t x

→ approx x t × approx t x.

Lemma hasvalue approx : ∀ t u,

approx t u→ hasvalue t→ hasvalue u.

We already proved the transitivity of approx (see approx trans above). Now we

wish to prove that approx open is transitive. It turned out that our proof of that

worked exactly for the following more general version below, which says that

for any transitive relation R that respects alpha equality, olift R is also transitive.

The proof, even for the original version of the statement, is not as trivial as

suggested by Howe [41]. It illustrates a very common pattern where seemingly

trivial paper proofs take quite a lot of effort because the concrete proof requires

delicate reasoning about details of substitution. We will describe some of these

complications below. The proof begins by introducing the hypothesis and de-
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structing all conjunctions to take care of the nt wf parts of approx open. (Recall

that approx open is a notation for olift approx). Then we introduce the addi-

tional hypothesis Hwfs, Hispa and Hispc

Lemma olift trans : ∀ R,

trans rel R→ respects alpha R→ trans rel (olift R).

Proof. intros R Ht Hra a b c Hab Hbc. allunfold olift. all destruct ands; auto.

clear Hbc0 Hbc1 Hab0. intros sub Hwfs Hispa Hispc.

The proof state at this point is shown below. Hypothesis are shown above the

dashed line. The conclusion is shown below the dashed line.

1 subgoals

R : bin rel NTerm

Ht : trans rel R

Hra : respects alpha R

a : NTerm

b : NTerm

c : NTerm

Hab1 : nt wf b

Hab : ∀ sub : Substitution,

wf sub sub→

isprogram (lsubst a sub)→

isprogram (lsubst b sub)→ R (lsubst a sub) (lsubst b sub)

Hbc : ∀ sub : Substitution,

wf sub sub→

isprogram (lsubst b sub)→

isprogram (lsubst c sub)→ R (lsubst b sub) (lsubst c sub)
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sub : Substitution

Hwfs : wf sub sub

Hispa : isprogram (lsubst a sub)

Hispc : isprogram (lsubst c sub)

(1/1)

R (lsubst a sub) (lsubst c sub)

We cannot just instantiate Hab and Hbc with sub because there is no reason

why (lsubst b sub) would be a closed term. b might have free variables that are

disjoint from the ones of a and c. From Hispa and Hispc, we can only conclude

that the terms that sub substitutes for free variables of a and c are closed. sub

might contain substitutions of non-closed terms for variables not free in a or c.

So, we first filter sub to keep only the first pair that applies to a free variable

of either a or c. Let that Substitution be subf . We then prove that the range of

subf consists of only closed terms (because of Hispa and Hispc).

Let subb be a substitution that substitutes some (arbitrary) closed terms for

the free variables of b. We then prove that (lsubst b (subf ++ subb)) is closed

and that (lsubst a (subf ++ subb)) and (lsubst c (subf ++ subb)) are alpha equal to

(lsubst a sub) and (lsubst c sub) respectively. The latter is implied by the defini-

tion of lsubst aux because it uses the first pair in the Substitution that matches

a variable. Then, we can instantiate Hab and Hbc with (sub:=subf ++ subb) and

do some rewriting using alpha equality to finish the proof.

Corollary approx open trans :

∀ a b c,

approx open a b

→ approx open b c

→ approx open a c.
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Proof.

apply olift trans.

- exact approx trans.

- exact respects alpha approx.

Qed.

approx open is preseved by application of the same substitution on both sides

Lemma approx open lsubst congr : ∀ (ta tb : NTerm) (sub : Substitution),

wf sub sub

→ approx open ta tb

→ approx open (lsubst ta sub) (lsubst tb sub).

We wish to prove that approx is a congruence. However, it is a fairly non-

trivial task and the main content of [41]. For now, the following lemma, which

is easy to prove, asserts that approx is a congruence w.r.t canonical Opids. The

general proof, which covers even non-canonical Opids, is discussed in the next

subsection.

Lemma approx canonical form3 :

∀ op bterms1 bterms2,

isprogram (oterm (Can op) bterms1)

→ isprogram (oterm (Can op) bterms2)

→ lblift (olift approx) bterms1 bterms2

→ approx (oterm (Can op) bterms1) (oterm (Can op) bterms2).

3.2.1 Congruence

To prove that approx is a congruence, Howe defined a relation approx star

that contains approx open and is a congruence by definition. The main chal-

lenge then is to prove that approx star implies approx open, and hence they
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are equivalent. Howe reduced this property to a set of conditions (called exten-

sionality) on each non-canonical Opid in the computation system. We managed

to mechanize this reduction in Coq and also proved that all the Opids of Nuprl

satisfy his extensionality condition.

We begin by defining his approx star relation. It is a relation on well formed

(possibly open) NTerms. So we need not use olift before applying lblift in the

apso constructor.

Inductive approx star: NTerm→ NTerm→ [univ] :=

| apsv: ∀ v t2, (approx open (vterm v) t2)→ (approx star (vterm v) t2)

| apso: ∀ (op : Opid) (t2: NTerm) (lbt1 lbt1’ : list BTerm),

length lbt1 = length lbt1’

→ lblift approx star lbt1 lbt1’

→ approx open (oterm op lbt1’) t2

→ approx star (oterm op lbt1) t2.

Notation approx star bterm := (blift approx star).

Notation approx starbts := (lblift approx star).

Lemma approx star refl : ∀ t, nt wf t→ approx star t t.

One direction of the equivalence is very easy to prove. The rest of this section

is mainly about the other direction.

Lemma approx open implies approx star : ∀ t1 t2,

approx open t1 t2→ approx star t1 t2.

It is easy to show that approx star is a congruence. When we prove the

other direction of the equivalence, the congruence of approx open will follow,

thus achieving the main goal of this section.

Lemma approx star congruence : ∀ (o: Opid) (lbt1 lbt2 : list BTerm),

approx starbts lbt1 lbt2
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→map num bvars lbt2 = OpBindings o

→ approx star (oterm o lbt1) (oterm o lbt2).

Lemma approx star open trans: ∀ a b c,

approx star a b

→ approx open b c

→ approx star a c.

The following is a generalization of Howe’s lemma 1 [41]. He proved (needed)

it for substitutions of length one. We need it at least for substitutions of length

2 because the elimination of a pair in Nuprl computation system performs a

simultaneous substitution for two variables. We prove a more general version

instead. Apart from some uninteresting details about substitution, our mecha-

nized proof is essentially the same as Howe’s.

Lemma lsubst approx star congr: ∀ (t1 t2 : NTerm) (lvi : list NVar) (lnt1 lnt2 : list NTerm),

bin rel nterm approx star lnt1 lnt2

→ length lvi = length lnt1

→ length lvi = length lnt2

→ approx star t1 t2

→ approx star (lsubst t1 (combine lvi lnt1)) (lsubst t2 (combine lvi lnt2)).

Howe implicitly uses the following lemma at least twice in his proofs. It is

essentially a more useful way to eliminate (use/destruct) a hypothesis of the

form approx star (oterm o lbt) b. The advantage here is that we additionally

obtain the hypothesis isprogram (oterm o lbt’). The lbt’ that we obtain by naive

inductive destruction of approx star (oterm o lbt) b need not satisfy this property.

This additional property simplifies many proofs. For example, in his proof of

Lemma 2 (shown below), when Howe says “by Lemma 1 and the definition of

≤ on open terms, we may assume that θ(t′′) is closed”, he is essentially using
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this lemma.

The proof of this lemma involves reasoning like that used in the proof of

approx open trans. Essentially, we substitute arbitrary closed terms for free

variables in lbt’ obtained by the inductive destruction so that it becomes closed

and show that this substitution has no effect when it gets applied to other terms

in the proof.

Lemma approx star otd : ∀ o lbt b,

approx star (oterm o lbt) b

→ isprogram b

→ isprogram (oterm o lbt)

→ {lbt’ : (list BTerm) × isprogram (oterm o lbt’)

× approx open (oterm o lbt’) b

× length lbt = length lbt’

× approx starbts lbt lbt’}.

We now prove Howe’s lemma 2 [41]. Using the lemma approx star otd above,

this proof goes pretty much exactly like Howe describes.

Lemma howe lemma2 :

∀ (c : CanonicalOp) (lbt : list BTerm) (b : NTerm),

let t:= (oterm (Can c) lbt) in

isprogram t

→ isprogram b

→ approx star t b

→ {lbt’ : (list BTerm) × approx starbts lbt lbt’

× computes to value b (oterm (Can c) lbt’)}.

Informally, howe lemma2 looks a lot like the definition of close comput for
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approx star. The only difference is that the LHS is already a value. Recall that

approx can be considered as a greatest fixed point of close comput. If we could

prove that approx star is preserved when computation happens on the LHS

argument, a simple coinductive argument will prove that approx star implies

approx on closed terms. Formally, we only need to prove the following lemma

2 :

Lemma howe lemma3 : ∀ (a a’ b : NTerm),

isprogram a

→ isprogram a’

→ isprogram b

→ computes to value a a’

→ approx star a b

→ approx star a’ b.

This proof will proceed by induction on the number of steps that a took to

compute to the value a’. Since variables don’t compute to anything, a must be

of the form oterm o lbt. The proof then proceeds by case analysis on o. Unlike

the previous proofs about approx, which were uniform w.r.t the Opids in the

language and only assumed that the computation system was call-by-name, this

proof requires reasoning about each non-canonical Opid in the language.

Howe abstracts the remainder of the proof of this lemma into the following

condition (called extensionality) that has to be proved for each Opid in the lan-

guage. The last hypothesis (Hind, the big one) in this definition is essentially the

induction hypothesis in the proof of howe lemma3.

Definition extensional op (o : Opid) :=

∀ (lbt lbt’ : list BTerm) (a : NTerm) (k:nat)

(Hpa : isprogram a)

2Howe did not explicitly call it Lemma 3. But he proves it while proving his theorem 1
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(Hpt : isprogram (oterm o lbt))

(Hpt’ : isprogram (oterm o lbt’))

(Hcv : computes to value in max k steps (S k) (oterm o lbt) a)

(Has : (lblift approx star) lbt lbt’)

(Hind : (∀ (u u’ v : NTerm),

isprogram u

→ isprogram u’

→ isprogram v

→ computes to value in max k steps k u u’

→ approx star u v

→ approx star u’ v)),

approx star a (oterm o lbt’).

It is immediately clear that all the canonical Opids of a lazy computation system

are extensional. In this case, we have (oterm o lbt)= a and the conclusion is an

immediate consequence of congruence of approx star.

Lemma nuprl extensional can : ∀ (cop : CanonicalOp) ,

extensional op (Can cop).

We proved the extensionality of all the operators (Opids) of Nuprl. In gen-

eral, whenever a term of the form (oterm (NCan op) lbt) computes to a value a

in (1+k) steps, these steps can be broken down into the following consecutive

parts:

• each principal argument in lbt (depending on op) computes to a canonical

form.

• One “interesting step” of computation happens by the interaction of those

canonical forms and op. This step corresponds to the main pattern match

in the definition of the compute step function in Sec. 3.1, where there is
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one case for each possible value of op.

• the result of the previous step converges to a.

Because the middle part takes exactly 1 step, the first and the last parts must

have taken k or fewer steps. Thus, Hind (in the definition of extensional op) can

be applied to both these parts. The proof can then be completed by applying

the lemma lsubst approx star congr above. For more details, please refer to

our technical report [9, Sec. 3.2.1]

Theorem nuprl extensional : ∀ op, extensional op op.

As we mentioned above, Howe abstracted the extensionality condition above

out of the proof of the following lemma. Hence its proof follows directly from

the lemma nuprl extensional.

Lemma howe lemma3 : ∀ (a a’ b : NTerm),

isprogram a

→ isprogram a’

→ isprogram b

→ computes to value a a’

→ approx star a b

→ approx star a’ b.

Now Howe uses a simple coinductive argument to show that approx star im-

plies approx on closed terms.

Theorem howetheorem1:

∀ a b,

approx star a b

→ isprogram a

→ isprogram b
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→ approx a b.

There are many useful Corollaries of the above theorem.

Corollary approx star implies approx open:

∀ t1 t2 : NTerm, approx star t1 t2→ approx open t1 t2.

Corollary approx star iff approx open:

∀ t1 t2 : NTerm, approx star t1 t2⇔ approx open t1 t2.

Corollary approx open congruence : ∀ (o : Opid) (lbt1 lbt2 : list BTerm),

lblift approx open lbt1 lbt2

→ nt wf (oterm o lbt2)→ approx open (oterm o lbt1) (oterm o lbt2).

Corollary lsubst approx congr: ∀ t1 t2 sub1 sub2,

sub range rel approx sub1 sub2

→ approx open t1 t2

→ isprogram (lsubst t1 sub1)

→ isprogram (lsubst t2 sub2)

→ approx (lsubst t1 sub1) (lsubst t2 sub2).

Finally, we use approx to define the following equivalence relation on closed

terms.

Definition cequiv (a b : NTerm) :=

approx a b × approx b a.

The equivalence of cequiv is a trivial consequence of either its symmetrical def-

inition, or the corresponding properties of approx.

Lemma cequiv refl : ∀ t, isprogram t→ cequiv t t.

Lemma cequiv sym : ∀ a b, cequiv a b⇔ cequiv b a.

Lemma cequiv trans : ∀ a b c,

cequiv a b→ cequiv b c→ cequiv a c.
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The following theorem is a straightforward consequence of the corresponding

theorems about approx. It is the main export of this section. The type system

that we define in the next chapter will respect cequiv. Because cequiv contains

the computation relation, we can easily prove, among other things, that com-

putation at any position inside of a term preserves its type. Thus, it justifies the

rules for computing at arbitrary places in a proof.

Theorem cequiv congruence : ∀ o lbt1 lbt2,

lblift (olift cequiv) lbt1 lbt2

→ isprogram (oterm o lbt1)

→ isprogram (oterm o lbt2)

→ cequiv (oterm o lbt1) (oterm o lbt2).

3.3 Compactness and the Least Upper Bound principle

approx is a preorder on closed terms (see lemmas approx refl and approx trans

above in this chapter). In this section, we formalize some domain theoretic prop-

erties of this preorder. We prove that it has a least element (upto cequiv). We de-

fine finite approximations of a term of the form mk fix f and formalize Crary’s

[25] proof that fix f is the least upper bound of its approximations. We also

formalize his Compactness property which says that if a term of the form fix f

converges, then one of it’s finite approximations (fn⊥) also converges. We had

to make significant changes to Crary’s proofs because our operational semantics

for fix f is slightly different. These properties are used later to prove rules that

talk about membership of terms of the form fix f in partial types [9, Sec. 5.2.9].

First, we recap some earlier definitions that will be used in this section.

Definition mk fix (f : NTerm) :=

oterm (NCan NFix) [ bterm [] f ].
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Definition mk lam (v : NVar) (b : NTerm) :=

oterm (Can NLambda) [bterm [v] b].

Definition mk id := mk lam nvarx (vterm nvarx).

Definition mk bottom := mk fix mk id.

Definition mk bot := mk bottom.

As the name suggests, the following function constructs the nth approximation

to mk fix f .

Fixpoint fix approx (n : nat) (f : NTerm) : NTerm :=

match n with

| 0⇒mk bottom

| S n⇒mk apply f (fix approx n f )

end.

Definition is upper bound {T : Type} (R : @bin rel T) (tf : nat→ T) (t: T) : [univ]

:=

∀ n, R (tf n) t.

Notation is approx ub := (is upper bound approx).

The following lemma says that mk fix f is an upper bound of its approxima-

tions.

Lemma fix approx ub : ∀ f ,

isprogram f

→ is approx ub (fun n⇒ fix approx n f ) (mk fix f ).

One of the main goals of this section is to prove that it is in fact the least up-

per bound (upto cequiv). We will hereby call it the LUB principle(theorem 5.9 in

[25]). The proof is similar in spirit to the one in [25]. However, our definition of

the operational semantics (compute step) of mk fix is different from his. As de-

scribed in our technical report [9, Sec. 3.1.2], in our computation system, mk fix

f computes to mk apply f (mk fix f ) only if f is canonical. It further evaluates f
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otherwise. In Crary’s system, mk fix f always computes to mk apply f (mk fix

f ). This change simplified some earlier proofs because the first argument is now

principal for all NonCanonicalOps. However, it breaks one of Crary’s proofs.

To prove the LUB principle, Crary first proved 2 lemmas (lemmas 5.7 and 5.8

in his thesis [26]) Although both the proof and statement of his lemma 5.7 hold

for our system, lemma 5.8 probably does not hold for our system. However, a

weaker version of his lemma 5.8 holds. To make up for that weakness, we had to

prove a stronger version of his lemma 5.7, and revise the later steps in his proof.

We were able to then prove Crary’s LUB principle. The details of our changes

are rather complex and can be found in our technical report [9, Sec. 3.3].

Theorem crary5 9 LUB: ∀ f t e : NTerm,

isprogram f

→ is approx ub (fun n : nat⇒ lsubst e [(nvarx, fix approx n f)]) t

→ approx (lsubst e [(nvarx, mk fix f)]) t.

Compactness says that if a term with a subterm of the form mk fix f then there

exists a number n such that replacing that subterm by its nth finite approxima-

tion also converges.

Theorem fix compactness: ∀ f e : NTerm,

isprogram f

→ isprogram (lsubst e [(nvarx, mk fix f)])

→ hasvalue (lsubst e [(nvarx, mk fix f)])

→ {n : nat × hasvalue (lsubst e [(nvarx, fix approx n f)])}.

Corollary fix compactness no context: ∀ f ,

isprogram f

→ hasvalue (mk fix f )

→ {n : nat × hasvalue (fix approx n f )}.
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CHAPTER 4

TYPE SYSTEM

Inspired by Bishop [36], Stuart Allen provided a semantics of Nuprl where

types are defined as Partial Equivalence Relations (PER) [4, 5, 25].

A partial equivalence relation is a relation that is symmetric and transitive,

but not necessarily reflexive. The PER that denotes a type determines which two

closed terms are equal members of that type. The partiality is required because

the domain of these relations is the entire collection of terms, and not just the

members of the type. The membership predicate for a type can be derived by

just using the corresponding PER with same elements.

This PER semantics was later extended to justify various new types that were

added to Nuprl type theory since its first version CTT86 [21]. For example, the

theory has been extended with intersection and union types [50], dependent

intersection types [50], image types [68], partial types [23, 78, 22, 25], recursive

types [61] and W types [5].

As mentioned by Allen, induction mechanisms such as the one of Coq are

not enough to provide a straightforward definition of the semantics of Nuprl,

where one would define typehood and member equality by mutual induc-

tion [5, Section 4.2,page 49]. One issue is that in the inductive clause that de-

fines the dependent function types (called dependent products in Coq), the

equality predicate occurs at a negative position. Allen suggests that the def-

inition should however be valid, and calls the corresponding principle “half-

positivity”. Induction-recursion [34, 35], as implemented in Agda, provides

a general mechanism for such definitions. Instead of making the induction-

recursion mechanism formal, Allen defined ternary relations between types and

equalities.
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This trick of translating a mutually inductive-recursive definition to a single

inductive definition has been studied more generally by Capretta [18]. He ob-

serves that this translation is problematic when the return type of the function

mentions a predicative universe. Indeed, we experienced the same problem

while formalizing Allen’s definition in a precise meta-theory like Coq. For a

fixed number n, we can only formalize n universes of Nuprl in n + 1 universes

of Coq. This is not surprising given the results of Setzer that intensional and ex-

tensional versions of various dependent type theories have same proof theoretic

strength [76]. Also, because Coq did not have full support of universe polymor-

phism at the time of this work, we had to replicate too many definitions for each

universe. So, we verified this translation only for n = 3. Our technical report [9,

p. 4.3] discusses this meta-theory.

Although we prefer to keep our definitions predicative, an alternate solution

is to use Prop, the impredicative universe of Coq. This allows a formalization

of all universes of Nuprl, without duplicating definitions for each level. Sec. 4.2

mainly discusses this meta-theory.

We will first explain how induction-recursion can be used to define Nuprl’s

type system in an intuitive way. We will then explain why such a simple def-

inition cannot be achieved in Coq either by pure mutual induction (using the

Inductive construct) or by pure mutual recursion (using the Fixpoint con-

struct). Finally, we show how that definition can be translated to a purely in-

ductive one, and prove several desirable properties about the definition.

First, as a proof of concept, we show how to use induction-recursion to de-

fine the entire predicative hierarchy of universes of Nuprl in the first universe of

Agda’s predicative hierarchy. The use of induction-recursion to define shallow

embeddings of hierarchies of Martin Lof universes has been often described in
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the literature [34, 58]. However, we are defining a deep embedding of Nuprl.

This deep-embedding approach is required for our goal of extracting an inde-

pendent, correct-by-construction proof assistant.

Also for Nuprl, we have to simultaneously define the equality of types and

equality of members in types, unlike other works where just typehood and

membership are defined simultaneously. Nuprl’s type system has many ex-

tensional features such as functional extensionality and quotient types. So the

terms λx.((x+ 1)− 1) and λx.x are equal members of the function type N→ N.

So, the equality of terms in a type is non-trivial.

In the presence of dependent types, to support such extensional aspects, the

equality between Nuprl’s types must also be non-trivial. Two terms that are

not related by cequiv can represent the same type. For example, λx.((x + 1) −

1) =N→N λx.x and λx.x =N→N λx.((x + 1) − 1) are equal equality types, but

the two terms are not related by cequiv. A sufficient condition for the equality

types (propositions) a1 =A b1 and a2 =A b2 to be equal, is to have a1 =A a2 and

b1 =A b2.

Although the inductive-recursive definition is easier to understand and

would enable a predicative formalization of all of Nuprl, Agda does not have

a tactic language, which we heavily depend on to automate many otherwise

tedious parts of proofs. So, these definitions are only for illustrative purposes

only – our main formalization of Nuprl is in Coq.

We had to accept the lack of induction-recursion in Coq and we finally set-

tled on using Allen’s trick to define the type system of Nuprl in Coq. At first,

this purely inductive definition in section 4.2 might seem overly complicated.

However, it can be understood as applying the generalized recipe of [18] to the

inductive-recursive definition. One might want to revisit Fig. 1.6 for a summary

our deep embeddings.
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4.1 An Inductive Recursive Definition of Nuprl’s Type System

Just for this section, we will pretend that all our definitions so far are in Agda.

Given the theoretical similarity between Coq and Agda1, and the fact that all

our definitions are predicative2 it would be fairly straightforward to convert

our definitions to Agda.

We only define the following 4 representative types to illustrate the idea:

• the integer type

• dependent functions

• partial types

• W types

Now, we are in the Agda world. Agda is very similar to Coq. The keyword

data is used to define inductive types, just like the keyword Inductive in Coq.

Because the type used to represent PERs would be used quite often, we de-

fine a shorthand below. In Agda, Set is the first universe of types (propositions).

The type PER denotes relations on NTerm. Ideally, one would bake symmetry

and transitivity into this definition, but here we do not do that for the sake of

simplicity.

PER : Set1

PER = NTerm→ NTerm→ Set

Weq will be used later to define the equality of terms in a W type. The reader

can skip this definition now and come back to it later when it is used.
1http://wiki.portal.chalmers.se/agda/pmwiki.php?n=Main.AgdaVsCoq
2So far, we have not used the [Prop] universe of Coq. Agda does not have such an impred-

icative universe.
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data Weq (Aeq : PER)

(Beq : ∀ (a a’ : NTerm) (p : Aeq a a’)→ PER)

(t1 t2 : NTerm) : Set where

weq : (a1 f1 a2 f2 : NTerm)

→ (e : Aeq a1 a2)

→ (computes to value t1 (mk sup a1 f1))

→ (computes to value t2 (mk sup a2 f2))

→ (∀ (b1 b2 : NTerm)→ Beq a1 a2 e (mk apply f1 b1) (mk apply f2 b2))

→Weq Aeq Beq t1 t2

Among others, our definition uses the types Data.Vec and Data.Fin of the

standard library. For a number m, Fin m represents the collection of numbers

less that m. The functions fromN and toN provide ways to go back and forth

between Fin m and the corresponding members in N. Also, given an element k

of Fin m and a vector v of length m, lookup k v returns the kth element of v.

We now use induction-recursion to define all universes of Nuprl. Below,

three concepts are simultaneously defined using the mutual keyword. equal-

Type inductively defines which types are equal. equalInType recursively defines

which terms are equal in a type3. The function type-family is just a notational

convenience and one could inline its definition wherever it is used in equal-

Type. Note that there are no recursive calls in the body of type-family.

These definitions are parametrized by a number n and iUnivs, a vector of

PERs of size n. The idea is that we have already defined the first n universes

3We ignore the issue of closedness of terms here.
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by now and the PER defined by (equalType n iUnivs) will serve as the equality

of types in the next universe. The mth member (where m < n) of iUnivs is the

already constructed PER that determines which two terms denote equal types

in the mth universe. Given an evidence that T1 and T2 are equal types in this

universe, equalInType returns the PER of this type. Note that equalInType is

structurally recursive on its argument teq.

Intuitively, the teqUNIV clause says that the types in the nth universe can

additionally mention the constants denoting all the universes upto (but not in-

cluding) n. The corresponding case in the definition of the function equalInType

just returns the appropriate PER that was already provided in the input iUnivs.

teqINT is the simplest clause in equalType. It says that if terms T1 and T2

both converge to mk Int, then they are equal types in the next universe. mk Int is

the Nuprl term (NTerm) that denotes Z, the type of integers. The corresponding

case in the definition of the function equalInType says that terms t1 and t2 are

equal in the type of integers if they converge to the same number n.

mutual

data equalType (n : N) (iUnivs : Vec PER n) (T1 T2 : NTerm) : Set where

teqINT : { : computes to value T1 mk Int }

{ : computes to value T2 mk Int}

→ (equalType n iUnivs T1 T2)

teqFUNCTION : {A1 B1 A2 B2 : NTerm } {v1 v2 : NVar}

{ : computes to value T1 (mk Fun A1 v1 B1)}

{ : computes to value T2 (mk Fun A2 v2 B2)}

(PA : equalType n iUnivs A1 A2)

(PB : type-family n iUnivs PA v1 v2 B1 B2)
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→ (equalType n iUnivs T1 T2)

teqW : {A1 B1 A2 B2 : NTerm} {v1 v2 : NVar}

{ : computes to value T1 (mk W A1 v1 B1)}

{ : computes to value T2 (mk W A2 v2 B2)}

(PA : equalType n iUnivs A1 A2)

(PB : type-family n iUnivs PA v1 v2 B1 B2)

→ (equalType n iUnivs T1 T2)

teqPART : {A1 A2 : NTerm}

{ : computes to value T1 (mk Part A1)}

{ : computes to value T2 (mk Part A2)}

(PA : equalType n iUnivs A1 A2)

{ : (t : NTerm)

→ equalInType n iUnivs PA t t

→ hasvalue t}

→ (equalType n iUnivs T1 T2)

teqUNIV : (m : Fin n)

{ : computes to value T1 (mk Univ (toN m))}

{ : (computes to value T2 (mk Univ (toN m)))}

→ (equalType n iUnivs T1 T2)

type-family : {A1 A2 : NTerm}→ (n : N) (iUnivs : Vec PER n)

→ (eqA : equalType n iUnivs A1 A2)→

(v1 v2 : NVar) (B1 B2 : NTerm)→ Set
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type-family n iUnivs eqA v1 v2 B1 B2 =

(∀ (a1 a2 : NTerm)

→ equalInType n iUnivs eqA a1 a2

→ equalType n iUnivs (subst B1 v1 a1)

(subst B2 v2 a2))

equalInType : {T1 T2 : NTerm} (n : N) (iUnivs : Vec PER n)

(teq : equalType n iUnivs T1 T2)

→ PER

equalInType n iUnivs teqINT t1 t2 =

Σ Z (λ n

→ (computes to value t1 (mk int n))

× computes to value t2 (mk int n))

equalInType n iUnivs (teqFUNCTION PA PB) t1 t2 =

Σ NVar (λ v1

→ Σ NTerm (λ b1

→ Σ NVar (λ v2

→ Σ NTerm (λ b2

→ computes to value t1 (mk lam v1 b1)

× computes to value t2 (mk lam v2 b2)

× (∀ (a1 a2 : NTerm)

→ (pa : equalInType n iUnivs PA a1 a2)

→ equalInType n iUnivs (PB pa) (subst b1 v1 a1)

(subst b2 v2 a2))))))
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equalInType n iUnivs (teqW PA PB) t1 t2 =

Weq (equalInType n iUnivs PA)

(λ a1 a2 e→ equalInType n iUnivs (PB a1 a2 e))

t1

t2

equalInType n iUnivs (teqPART PA) t1 t2 =

hasvalue t1⇔ hasvalue t2

× (hasvalue t1→ equalInType n iUnivs PA t1 t2)

equalInType n iUnivs (teqUNIV m) T1 T2 = lookup m iUnivs T1 T2

The clause teqFUNCTION defines when two terms are equal dependent func-

tion types. mk Fun A v B denotes the dependent function type (v : A) → B.

Note that v can be free in B. Thus, for the type mk Fun A v B to be well-defined,

when substituting equal members of the type A for v in B, the resultant types

must be equal. This is what type-family asserts.

Note that once we unfold the occurrence of type-family in teqFUNCTION, it is

easy to see that equalInType occurs at a negative position. Hence this definition

does not fit into the schema of mutual inductive definitions. The same is true

for teqPART, which constructs partial types. (The type mkPart T can only be

constructed if the type T only has converging elements.)

Also, note that equalType cannot be defined by structural recursion. Al-

though, A1 and B1 are structural subterms of mk Fun A1 v1 B1, they are not

structural subterms of T1. In general, the size of a term can increase on compu-
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tation.

Hence, this simple definition cannot be achieved by either mutual induction, or by

mutual recursion. It needs a delicate mix of induction and recursion.

The clause teqW defines W types, which can encode strictly positive induc-

tive types in extensional type theories such as Nuprl [1]. W types can be under-

stood as trees. Such trees can be infinitely branching. Unlike all other types, the

equality of terms in W types is inductive in nature. The corresponding case in

the definition of equalInType uses Weq, which was inductively defined before-

hand. Because equalInType occurs at a negative position in teqFUNCTION, to

avoid circularity, its definition cannot use any inductive definition that is being

defined simultaneously.

In the next section, when we convert the above inductive-recursive defini-

tion to a single inductive definition using Allen’s method [5], which has been

studied more generally in [18], only finitely many universes can be defined.

Informally, an inductive-recursive definition can be converted to an inductive

definition by indexing the inductive part over the return type of the recursive

part. This often results in a quantification on this return type in the constructors

of the inductive type. When this return type mentions a universe, as is the case

here, the quantification causes bumping up a level due to predicativity. So, with

such a translation, a universe of Nuprl can only be defined in the next universe

of Coq.

Now, it is easy to construct a function nuprl-univ that takes a number n and

returns a PER that determines which pairs of NTerms represent equal types in

the nth universe of Nuprl.

We need two simple helper functions. snoc is just like the cons operator on

lists, except it adds the new element at the end of a vector. Then, nuprl-univs n
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constructs PERs of the first n universes.

snoc : {A : Set1}{n : N} -> Vec A n -> A -> Vec A (Data.Nat.suc n)

snoc [] e = e :: []

snoc (x :: xs) e = x :: (snoc xs e)

nuprl-univs : (n : N)→ Vec PER n

nuprl-univs 0 = []

nuprl-univs (Data.Nat.suc n) = snoc (nuprl-univs n) (equalType n (nuprl-univs n))

nuprl-univ : (n : N)→ PER

nuprl-univ n = lookup (fromN n) (nuprl-univs (Data.Nat.suc n))

Given two (possibly same) terms representing equal types in some universe,

one can use equalInType to get the PER (equality) of that type.

Note how we were able to define all the universes of Nuprl in just one uni-

verse of Agda. This is not surprising, given that induction recursion is known

to increase the proof-theoretic strength of many type theories [35]. Although we

did not define all the types of Nuprl, it seems extremely likely that they can be

added to this definition in a similar way.
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4.2 Inductive Formulation

4.2.1 Types

After that brief excursion to Agda, we come back to Coq where there is no

induction-recursion, but there is a powerful tactic language for proof automa-

tion. We follow Allen’s PER semantics method [5] and use pure induction to

define Nuprl’s types as partial equivalence relations on closed terms.

Nuprl’s type system only relates closed terms. A CTerm is an NTerm to-

gether with a proof that the term is closed and well-formed. Furthermore, our

definition of CTerm ensures, without using any axioms, that all such proofs for

a given term are equal, thereby ensuring that 2 CTerms are equal iff the under-

lying NTerms are equal (see [9, Sec. 2.2.2]).

Just like the previous section, we define a shorthand for partial equivalence

relations.

Notation per := (CTerm→ CTerm→ [U]).

Note that [U] here can either be Prop or Type. This allows us to share code

between our impredicative meta-theory where [U] := Prop and we can define

Nuprl’s full hierarchy of universes, and our predicative meta-theory where [U]

:= Type and we define nNuprl universes using n+1 Coq Type levels. This issue

will be further discussed below when defining Nuprl’s universes of types.

We say that two term equalities are equal if they define the same relation.

Definition eq term equals (eq1 eq2 : per) :=

∀ t1 t2 : CTerm, eq1 t1 t2⇔ eq2 t1 t2.

Notation "eq1 <=2=> eq2" := (eq term equals eq1 eq2) (at level 0).

A \emph{candidate type system} is a ternary relation that, intuitively, holds
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of the triple (T1, T2, R) if T1 and T2 are equal types and R is the per denoting the

equality of terms in that type. As explained in the previous section, when an

inductive-recursive definition is translated to a purely inductive definition, the

inductive part gets indexed by the return type of the function, which was per.

As we explain below, a type system is a candidate-type-system (or cts for

short) that satisfies properties such as symmetry and transitivity.

Notation "candidate-type-system" :=

(CTerm→ CTerm→ per→ [U]).

Notation cts := (CTerm→ CTerm→ per→ [U]).

For a cts c, c T1 T2 eq asserts that T1 and T2 are equal types in the type sys-

tem c and that eq is the PER of this type. For each type constructor of the form

mkc TyCons, we define a monotone operator per TyCons on candidate type sys-

tems. Intuitively, each constructor per TyCons takes a candidate type system ts

and returns a new candidate type system where all the types are of the form

TyCons(T1,...,Tn) where T1, ..., Tn are types from ts (n could be 0, as in the case

of Integer type).

Once we have defined all the type constructors of the theory, we can define

an operator that takes a candidate type system ts and builds the closure of ts

under the various type constructors of the theory. This operator is the close op-

erator defined below, which is the µ operator defined by Allen in his thesis [5,

section 4.2] and the “CLOSE” operator defined by Crary in his thesis [25, sec-

tion 4.8].

The integer type is defined as follows: For two terms to be equal as the in-

teger type, they have to compute to Z. Two terms are equal in the integer type

if they both compute to the same integer int n for some Coq integer n. This

definition is analogous to the combination of the teqINT clause of equalType and
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the corresponding case in the equalInType function in the previous section.

Definition per int (ts : cts) T1 T2 (eq : per) : [U] :=

T1 ⇓ Z × T2 ⇓ Z

× ∀ t t’, eq t t’⇔ {n : Z , t ⇓ (int n) × t’ ⇓ (int n) }.

Similarly, we have definitions for each type constructor of Nuprl – see our

technical report [9, Sec. 4.2.1]

The close operator takes a candidate type system and returns a candidate

type system closed under the type constructors. Given a type system of some

universe, close will be used to build the type system of the next universe.

Inductive close (ts : cts) (T T’ : CTerm) (eq : per) : [U] :=

| CL init : ts T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL int : per int (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL base : per base (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL approx : per approx (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL cequiv : per cequiv (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL eq : per eq (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL teq : per teq (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL isect : per isect (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL func : per func (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL disect : per disect (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL pertype : per pertype (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL ipertype : per ipertype (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL spertype : per spertype (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL w : per w (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL m : per m (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL pw : per pw (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL pm : per pm (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL union : per union (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq
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| CL image : per image (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL partial : per partial (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL admiss : per admiss (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL mono : per mono (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL set : per set (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq

| CL product : per product (close ts) T T’ eq→ close ts T T’ eq.

4.2.2 Universes

We now define Nuprl’s universes of types. univi i is a candidate type system

that contains all the types at level i. univi 0 is the empty type system. univi

1 contains all the types that do not mention universes. univi 2 contains all the

types of univi 1 plus all the types that mention universes no higher than U 0. . . .

Two types A and A’ are equal in a universe at level S i if there exists an equality

eqa such that A and A’ are equal with PER eqa in the closed type system close

(univi i). For simplicity, the universe univi (S i) is denoted by U i.

Fixpoint univi (i : nat) (T T’ : CTerm) (eq : per) : [U] :=

match i with

| 0⇒ False

| S n⇒

(T ⇓ (U n)

× T’ ⇓ (U n)

× ∀ A A’,

eq A A’⇔ {eqa : per , close (univi n) A A’ eqa})

{+} univi n T T’ eq

end.

Even though we can define univi in Type as a fixpoint, in the predicative
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meta-theory, where [U] := Type, this definition is not useful to define more than

one universe. Note that eqa is quantified over per, which stands for CTerm →

CTerm→ [U]. We can prove that U 0 is a member of U 1, but we cannot prove

that U i is a member of U (S i) when i is greater than 0.

More precisely, the problem in univi (S i)’s definition is that if eqa is a relation

at the Coq level Typel then univi (S i) is at least at level Typel+1. Therefore, as

mentioned near the beginning of this chapter, in our predicative-metatheory,

which is discussed in our technical report [9, p. 4.3], we had to duplicate too

many definitions.

One alternative approach is to set [U] := Prop instead. Prop is impredica-

tive, and when quantifying over it, the result remains in Prop. The rest of this

chapter discusses this impredicative formalization.

The univ operator is a candidate type system that contains all the universes.

Definition univ (T T’ : CTerm) (eq : per) :=

{i : nat , univi i T T’ eq}.

We say that a candidate type system defines only universes if all its types are

of the forms U i. For example, we can prove that univ defines only universes.

Definition defines only universes (ts : cts) :=

∀ (T : CTerm) (eq : per), ts T T eq→ {i : nat , T ⇓ (U i)}.

Finally, the Nuprl type system is defined by closing the univ candidate type

system.

Definition nuprl : cts := close univ.
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4.2.3 Type system

Now, we prove that the type system defined above satisfies some global prop-

erties that we define next:

Definition uniquely valued (ts : cts) :=

∀ (T T’ : CTerm) (eq eq’ : per), ts T T’ eq→ ts T T’ eq’→ eq⇐2⇒ eq’.

Definition type extensionality (ts : cts) :=

∀ (T T’ : CTerm) (eq eq’ : per), ts T T’ eq→ eq⇐2⇒ eq’→ ts T T’ eq’.

Definition type symmetric (ts : cts) :=

∀ (T T’ : CTerm) (eq : per), ts T T’ eq→ ts T’ T eq.

Definition type transitive (ts : cts) :=

∀ (T1 T2 T3 : CTerm) (eq : per), ts T1 T2 eq→ ts T2 T3 eq→ ts T1 T3 eq.

Definition type value respecting (ts : cts) :=

∀ (T T’ : CTerm) (eq : per), ts T T eq→ cequivc T T’→ ts T T’ eq.

Definition term equality symmetric (eq : per) :=

∀ (t1 t2 : CTerm), eq t1 t2→ eq t2 t1.

Definition term symmetric (ts : cts) :=

∀ (T T’ : CTerm) (eq : per), ts T T’ eq→ term equality symmetric eq.

Definition term equality transitive (eq : per) :=

∀ (t1 t2 t3 : CTerm), eq t1 t2→ eq t2 t3→ eq t1 t3.

Definition term transitive (ts : cts) :=

∀ (T T’ : CTerm) (eq : per), ts T T’ eq→ term equality transitive eq.

Definition term equality respecting (eq : per) :=

∀ (t t’ : CTerm), eq t t→ t ∼ t’→ eq t t’.

Definition term value respecting (ts : cts) :=

∀ (T : CTerm) (eq : per), ts T T eq→ term equality respecting eq.

Definition type system (ts : cts) : Type :=
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uniquely valued ts

× type extensionality ts

× type symmetric ts

× type transitive ts

× type value respecting ts

× term symmetric ts

× term transitive ts

× term value respecting ts.

It is then tedious but fairly straightforward to prove that close preserves the

type system property defined above.

Lemma close type system :

∀ (ts : cts),

type system ts

→ defines only universes ts

→ type system (close ts).

We prove that all the Nuprl universes satisfy the type system properties.

Lemma univi type system :

∀ i : nat, type system (univi i).

We prove that univ satisfies the type system properties.

Lemma univ type system : type system univ.

Finally, we prove that nuprl satisfies the type system properties.

Lemma nuprl type system : type system nuprl.
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CHAPTER 5

SEQUENTS AND RULES

Most of the work that belongs to this chapter was done by Vincent Rahli. For

completeness, I will, however, present a very brief overview. For details, please

refer to the Chapter 5 of our technical report [9].

5.1 Syntax and Semantics

The core of Nuprl is a collection of typehood rules expressed in a sequent cal-

culus. A Nuprl proof is a tree of sequents where each node corresponds to the

invocation of one of those rules. The tree is rooted a the statement being proved.

To build a trusted proof checker for Nuprl, one has to prove the correctness of

those rules and build a checker to ensure that each node in a proof tree correctly

applies one of those rules.

To prove the correctness of Nuprl’s typehood rules, we define the syntax and

semantics of such rules. The semantics of rules refers to the semantics of types

defined in the previous chapter. Again, because of the extensional features of

Nuprl, the semantics of such rules is subtle [9, Sec. 5.1]. We then prove each rule

correct. Details can be found in our technical report [9, Sec. 5.1]. As an exam-

ple, here is a rule of Nuprl that corresponds to proving a universally quantified

statement. By propositions as types principle, in a constructive logic, the type

x:A->B denotes the proposition ∀x.B (x can be free in B).

H |- x:A->B ext λz.b

By lambdaFormation lvl(i) z ()
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H z : A |- B[z/x] ext b

H |- A = A in Type(i)

The first line is a sequent that describes the conclusion of the rule. The last

two lines are sequents that denote the assumptions of the rule. If at some point

in a Nuprl proof, the proof state looks like the first line, it can be replaced by the

two subgoal states as described in the last 2 lines. Formally, the rule says that,

if one has to prove x:A->B under some hypotheses H, one can invoke this rule,

whose name is lambdaFormation. The invocation will create 2 subgoals. The

first subgoal asks the user to prove B[z/x] under an additional hypothesis z of

type A. Note that the variable name z is chosen freshly. The next subgoal asks

the user to prove that A is a type – to ensure that A is a well-defined proposition.

In a constructive logic, proofs correspond to programs. Rules of Nuprl also

specify how to build the program for the conclusion from the programs of the

hypotheses. Such specifications are noted after ext on the right side of |- .

In the above rule, if the program of type B[z/x] was b, the program for the

conclusion will be the anonymous function λz.b.

5.2 Validation of Nuprl’s Rules

We then proved the correctness of Nuprl’s rules. Nuprl can be easily extended

with rules. Over the last 30 years, Nuprl’s users have liberally exploited that

flexibility, thus leaving us with too many (a few 100s), often redundant rules.

We proved the correctness of about 70 rules – all the rules that are used in the

main Nuprl developments. In particular, for each type constructor of Nuprl, we

have a formation rule to prove that some instance of the type is well-defined,

an introduction rule to prove that some two terms are equal in that type, and an
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elimination rule to make use of hypotheses of that type, e.g. natural induction

for hypotheses of type N.

5.3 Consistency of Nuprl

As mentioned before, a Nuprl proof is a tree of sequents where each node cor-

responds to the application of a rule. Because we have proved that the rules

mentioned above are valid, using the definition of the validity of a rule, and

by induction on the size of the tree, this means that the sequent at the root of

the tree is true w.r.t. the above PER semantics. Hence, a proof of False under

no hypotheses would mean that there is an element (say x) in that type. How-

ever, from the definition of False in our type system, it is clear, and we proved

in Coq [9, Sec. 5.1], that there are no elements in False – its PER is an empty

relation.

5.4 A Trusted Core

Now that we have a collection of validated rules as members of a Coq datatype,

one can define the syntax of Nuprl proof trees and write a Coq function that

checks such proof trees. One can then extract that proof checker to OCaml and

then compile it to get an independent proof checker for Nuprl.

For now, we only have a shallow embedding of Nuprl proofs in Coq, where

one can write Nuprl statements interactively in Coq as Coq lemmas and use

Coq proof tactics to invoke the rules of Nuprl until there are no subgoals left.

For details, please refer to our technical report [9, Sec. 5.3].
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, we tackled the problem of trust in proof assistants. First, we ar-

gued that it is impossible to build an absolutely trustworthy proof assistant for a

sufficiently expressive logic. Then we discussed how we can nevertheless build

much more trustworthy proof assistants by using proof assistants to formalize

(parts of) proof assistants. In particular, we discussed the advantages of cross-

checking proof assistants instead of self-validating them. Then we presented

our deep embedding of most of the Nuprl proof assistant into the Coq proof

assistant. The embedding proceeds in several stages – first the syntax of Nuprl,

then its computation system, then its type system, and then finally the proof

rules.

Along the way, we discovered how the tedious proofs about substitution can

be done once and for all for a large class of languages. In particular, we built a

library [8] that is being used in the formalization of other proof assistants as

well.

Although our main formalization uses impredicativity, we sketched a defini-

tion of Nuprl in two predicative meta-theories – Agda with induction-recursion,

and Coq without its impredicative Prop universe. Our success sheds light on the

proof-theoretic strengths of different proof assistants. For example, it says that

anything that can be defined in Nuprl can also be defined (at least indirectly)

in Coq. We strongly suspect that n predicative universes of Coq can be defined

in n + 1 universes of Nuprl. Thus, we strongly suspected that by Tarski’s un-

definability theorem, we will hit a roadblock while formalizing all of Nuprl in
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the predicative part of Coq. However, Tarski’s undefinability theorem does not

itself say anything about the nature of that roadblock, which was a matter of

great curiosity for me at the start of the work. Experiencing a concrete mani-

festation of this impossibility was a matter of great intellectual satisfaction for

me.

6.2 Further Extensions to Nuprl using our Formalization

After the formalization was finished about 2 years ago, all subsequent changes

to Nuprl have been validated by extending our Coq formalization. In general,

the Nuprl group now feels much more confident about the correctness of such

changes. For example, for several years, the possibility of adding a rule cor-

responding to Brouwer’s continuity principle for natural numbers was being

considered. Recently, by proving the correctness of that rule in our Coq for-

malization, it was finally added to Nuprl [73]. An important consequence of

this principle is that is that all Nuprl functions from constructive reals to con-

structive reals are continuous. Note that Nuprl is a constructive logic, and all

functions in Nuprl are computable.

6.3 Future Directions

A useful application of our deep embedding of Nuprl in Coq would be to de-

velop a translator from Nuprl to Coq, at least for a large fragment of Nuprl.

One can write a Coq function that takes Coq objects denoting a Nuprl term t, a

Nuprl type T, and a Nuprl proof that t is of type T, and compute a Coq type TC

and a dependent Coq term tc which has type TC .

Also, our semantic approach and much of our Coq development can be used
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to prove the validity of other proof assistants such as the predicative part of Coq.

The corresponding Coq definitions would actually be simpler because Coq lacks

Nuprl’s extensional features such as quotient types and function extensionality.

A practical problem, though, is that Coq’s typechecker is not based on a clearly

specified collection of typehood rules.

Also, as mentioned in the first chapter, proof assistants are also used to write

programs that implement important systems such as compilers and databases.

Such proved correct programs are in a high-level functional programming lan-

guage, such as the one of Coq and Nuprl. To actually run such programs, they

are usually compiled to machine code (e.g. x86) using several highly non-trivial

compilers. As a part of the Certicoq1 project, we are currently working on writ-

ing and proving the correctness of such a compiler for Coq in Coq.

Uniformity of substitution, as discussed in Chapter 2, becomes even more

important for proving the correctness of such compilers for functional pro-

grams. Such compilers typically consist of several (5 or more) phases, pass-

ing through several intermediate languages with variable bindings. Having a

different substitution function for each intermediate language, and doing the

tedious correctness proofs of substitution for each intermediate language can

be very painful.

Many other useful concepts and their proofs for such intermediate languages

can be defined uniformly. For example, the computational equivalence relation

in Sec. 3.2 and the proof of its congruence can be used to justify many compiler

optimizations. It should be easy to generalize all the definitions and proofs

in Sec. 3.2 so that they apply to a large class of languages. This class would

likely encompass all intermediate languages of typical compilers for functional

languages.

1https://www.cs.princeton.edu/~appel/certicoq/
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